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1 Introduction
The use of conventional tin-lead (SnPb) in circuit board manufacturing is under ever-increasing
political scrutiny due to increasing regulations concerning lead. The "Restriction of Hazardous
Substances" (RoHS) directive enacted by the European Union (EU) and a pact between the
United States National Electronics Manufacturing Initiative (NEMI), Europe's Soldertec at Tin
Technology Ltd. and the Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association
(JEITA) are just two examples where worldwide legislative actions and partnerships/agreements
are affecting the electronics industry. As a result, many global commercial-grade electronic
component suppliers are initiating efforts to transition to lead-free (Pb-free) in order to retain
their worldwide market. Pb-free components are likely to find their way into the inventory of
aerospace or military assembly processes under current government acquisition reform
initiatives. Inventories "contaminated" by Pb-free will result in increased risks associated with
the manufacturing, product reliability, and subsequent repair of aerospace and military electronic
systems.
Although electronics for military and aerospace applications are not included in the RoHS
legislation, engineers are beginning to find that the commercial industry's move towards RoHS
compliance has affected their supply chain and changed their parts. Most parts suppliers plan to
phase out their non-compliant, leaded production and many have already done so. As a result,
the ability to find leaded components is getting harder and harder. Some buyers are now
attempting to acquire the remaining SnPb inventory, if it's not already obsolete.
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), depots, and support contractors have to be prepared
to deal with an electronics supply chain that increasingly provides more and more parts with Pb-
free finishes-some labeled no differently than their Pb counterparts-while at the same time
providing the traditional Pb parts. The longer the transition period, the greater the likelihood of
Pb-free parts inadvertently being mixed with Pb parts and ending up on what are supposed to be
Pb systems. As a result, OEMs, depots, and support contractors need to take action now to either
abate the influx ofPb-free parts, or accept it and deal with the likely interim consequences of
reduced reliability due to a wide variety of matters, such as Pb contamination, high temperature
incompatibility, and tin whiskering.
Allowance of Pb-free components produces one of the greatest risks to the reliability of a
weapon system. This is due to new and poorly understood failure mechanisms, as well as
unknown long-term reliability. If the decision is made to consciously allow Pb-free solder and
component finishes into SnPb electronics, additional effort (and cost) will be required to make
the significant number of changes to drawings and task order procedures.
This project is a follow-on effort to the Joint Council on Aging Aircraft/Joint Group on Pollution
Prevention (JCAAlJG-PP) Pb-free Solder Project which was the first group to test the reliability
of Pb-free solder joints against the requirements of the aerospace and military community.
,.'
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2 Test Vehicle
2.1 Test Vehicle Design
The test vehicle for this project is a printed wiring assembly (PWA), designed to evaluate solder
joint reliability.
Test vehicle size is 14.5 X 9 X 0.09 inches with six 0.5-ounce copper layers. The design
incorporates components representative of the parts used for military and aerospace systems and
was designed to reveal relative differences in solder alloy performance.
The test vehicle includes a variety of plated-through hole (PTH) and surface mount technology
(SMT) components. All components are "dummy" devices with pins internally daisy-chained
and contain simulated die. The circuit board was designed with daisy-chained pads that are
complementary to the components. Therefore, the solder joints on each component are part of a
continuous electrical pathway that was monitored during testing by an event detector (Anatech or
equivalent). Failure of a solder joint on a component breaks the continuous pathway and is
recorded as an event. Each component has its own distinct pathway (channel).
2.2 Board Material
Project stakeholders selected FR4 per IPC-4l0l/26 (Specification for Base Materials for Rigid
and Multilayer Printed Boards) with a minimum glass transition (Tg) of 170°C for the test
vehicles. Test vehicle raw boards comply with IPC-60l2 (Qualification and Performance
Specification for Rigid Printed Boards), Class 3, Type 3. Pho-Tronics supplied the circuit cards
and used Isola 370HR laminate.
2.3 Board Finish
Project stakeholders and participants selected immersion silver (.2 - .4 microns; MacDermid
Sterling) as the surface finish for the majority of the test vehicles. The consensus of the project
team was that immersion silver has the best balance of desirable properties: good wetting by
solders, good solder joint reliability, good long-term solderability upon storage, and retention of
solderability after multiple reflow cycles. In addition, several major electronic manufacturing
companies are currently using immersion silver in production.
A limited number of test vehicles were assembled using an Electroless Nickel Immersion Gold
(ENIG) surface finish (Uyemura Kat 450 ENIG). The project stakeholders felt that ENIG would
be a good secondary surface finish since it provides good planarity and solderability which can
withstand multiple reflows. ENIG has also been shown to perform well with regards to:
substrate shelf-life, corrosion resistance, assembly process window, thermal resistance over
several temperature excursions, and good reworkability.
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2.4 Solder Alloys
Selection criteria of prime importance included commercial availability, industry trends, and past
reliability testing performance. Eutectic 63Sn37Pb (SnPb) alloy was used as the control for all
testing.
2.4.1 SAC30S1
SnAgCu solder alloys are believed to be the leading choice of the commercial electronics
industry for Pb-free solder. The Sn3.0AgO.5Cu is recommended by industry and research
consortia as a prime candidate for replacing SnPb solder. Sn3.0AgO.5Cu is commercially
available and currently used in electronic applications. It has been determined that alloys with
compositions within the range of Sn3.0-4.0AgO.5-1.0Cu all have a liquidus temperature around
217°C and have similar microstructures and mechanical properties.
This alloy was chosen for reflow soldering because this particular solder alloy has shown the
most promise as a primary replacement for SnPb solder. The team decided that they wanted to
select at least one "general purpose" alloy to be evaluated and it was determined that the
SnAgCu solder alloy would best serve this purpose. Conclusions drawn from literature suggest
that this alloy has good mechanical properties and may be as reliable as SnPb in some
applications. BAE Systems reviewed several SAC305 solder alloys for printing, reflow, and
cleaning characteristics before choosing EnviroMark™ 907 from Kester.
2.4.2 SNIOOC2
This alloy is commercially available and the general trend in industry has been to switch to the
nickel stabilized tin-copper alloy over standard tin-copper due to its superior performance. In
addition, this nickel-stabilized alloy does not require special solder pots and has shown no joint
failures in specimens with over four (4) years of service. The cost of this alloy in the form of bar
solder is relatively low when compared to other Pb-free solder alloys in bar form.
The superior performance of the tin-copper-nickel alloy has been confirmed by university
research which has found that the nickel addition works by facilitating solidification of the alloy
as a fine uniform eutectic structure and suppressing the growth of primary tin dendrites that are
the cause of shrinkage defects in the unmodified alloy. This mode of solidification enhances the
fluidity of the alloy close to the melting point, a property that is important in a solder so that it is
comparable with that of tin-lead solder at the same superheat. The tin-copper-nickel alloy is
representative of a new class of modified tin-copper solders that are increasing in popularity as
the limitations of the tin-silver-copper alloys in some applications become apparent. Nihon
Superior SN1 OOC will be used for this project.
-.. --
1 Sn3.0AgO.5Cu = Tin (Sn); Silver (Ag); Copper (Cu)
2 Sn-O.7Cu-O.05Ni + Ge = Tin (Sn); Copper (Cu); Nickel (Ni); Germanium (Ge)
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2.5 Flux
The flux systems used during soldering were "low residue" or no-clean fluxes and the group
chose to clean the test vehicles after processing even though no-clean fluxes were used with
some solders. Additionally, reflow was accomplished without nitrogen inerting, which might
have created a smaller soldering process window (a credit to the BAE Systems crew for creating
a quality test vehicle under such tough process conditions).
. t d FIdAT hIlS Id Alla e - 0 er OYS an SSOCla e ux
Flux
Solder Alloy Reflow Wave Manual SolderingSoldering Soldering
SAC305 ROLl N/A ROLO Tacky Flux
SNIOOC ROLO aRLO ROLO Tacky Flux
SnPb baseline ROLO ORMO ROLO Tacky Flux
Table provided by BAE Systems Irving, Texas
During rework, flux was only used for BGA rework
N/A = Due to limitations on board numbers and components, these solder alloys were not
used during the noted assembly processes
R = Rosin base
{IPC J-STD-004B; Table 1-1, Flux Identification System}
• ROLO = Rosin, Low flux/flux residue activity, < 0.05% halide
• ROLl = Rosin, Low flux/flux residue activity, < 0.5% halide
• aRLO = Organic, Low flux/flux residue activity, < 0.05% halide
• ORMO = Organic, Moderate flux/flux residue activity, < 0.05% halide
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2.6 Components
The project stakeholder's agreed to populate the test vehicles with the following components:
t T blT bl 2 Ca e
-
omponen s a e
20LCC-l.27mm-8.90mm-DC-L-Au = Tinning-SAC30S
20LCC-l.27mm-8.90mm-DC-L-Au = Tinning-SnPb
A-MLF20-5mm-.65mm-DC(30467)
A-MLF20-5mm-.65mm-DC-Sn(30801)
A-TQFP 144-20mm-.5mrn-2.0-DC-Sn(30643)
A-TQFP 144-20mm-.5mm-2.0-DC-NiPdAu
A-TQFP 144-20mm-.5mm-2.0-DC-Sn(30643) = Tinning-SAC30S
A-TQFPI44-20mrn-.5mm-2.0-DC-Sn(30643) =Tinning-SnPb
PBGA225-1.5mm-27mm-DC(10565)
PBGA225-1.5mm-27mm-DC-LF(16074)
A-PDIP20T-7.6mrn-DC-Sn (30737)
PDIP20T-DC (12006)
PDIP-20 - NiPdAu
A-CABGAI 00-.8mm-l Omm-DC(30102)
A-CABGAI 00-.8mm-l Omm-DC-LF(30695)
A-CABGAI 00-.8rnm-l Omm-DC-l 05
A-TII-TSOP50-1 0.16x20.95mm-.8mm-DC-TR
A-TII-TSOP50-1 0.16x20.95mm-.8mm-DC-SnBi-TR
A-TII-TSOP50-1 0.16x20.95mm-.8mm-DC-Sn-TR
Note - The TSOP-50 components do not have a dummy die. For more information on the
decision not to include dummy die, please see "NASA-DoD Lead-Free Electronics Project;
Project Plan - December 2009".
2.6.1 Component Characterization
Destructive physical analysis (DPA) was performed on samples from each of the component
types that were placed onto the test vehicles. The DPA process was used to ensure that the
components used for testing meet the consortia required standards and to evaluate the quality of
construction. Results from destructive physical analysis are available on the NASA TEERM
website; http://teerm.nasa.govINASA_DODLeadFreeElectronics_Proj2.html.
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Figure 1 - NASA-DoD Lead-Free Electronics Project Test Vehicle
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3 Assembly
One hundred and ninety three (193) test vehicles were assembled by BAE Systems in Irving,
Texas. One hundred and twenty (120) of these test vehicles were "Manufactured" PWA's and
seventy three (73) were "Rework" PWA's.
Test vehicles were initially assembled per IPC J-STD-001D "Requirements for Soldered
Electrical and Electronic Assemblies", end-product Class 3 "High Performance Electronics
Products". Class 3 is defined in IPC J-STD-001D as "Includes products where continued high
performance or performance-on-demand is critical, equipment downtime cannot be tolerated,
end-use environment may be uncommonly harsh, and the equipment must function when
required, such as life support or other critical systems."
Please note that IPC J-STD-001DS "Space Applications Electronic Hardware Addendum to IPC
J-STD-001D" and NASA-STD-8739.2 "Workmanship Standard for Surface Mount Technology"
were not referenced during the assembly of the test vehicles.
"Manufactured" (Mfg.) test vehicles represent printed wiring assemblies newly manufactured for
use in new product. Test vehicles being subjected to thermal cycle and combined environments
testing will include forward and backward compatibility. Test vehicles assembled for vibration,
mechanical shock and drop testing will not include forward and backward compatibility. The
"Manufactured" test vehicles were assembled using immersion silver (Ag) and a limited number
of electroless nickel/immersion gold (ENIG) finished glass fiber (GF) laminate (IPC-41 01/26)
printed circuit boards with a glass transition temperature, Tg, of 170°C minimum.
The "Rework" (Rwk.) test vehicles represent printed wiring assemblies manufactured and
reworked prior to being tested. Solder mixing (SnPb/Pb-free & Pb-free/SnPb) will be evaluated
on all "Rework" test vehicles. The "Rework" test vehicles were assembled using immersion
silver (Ag) and a limited number of electroless nickel/immersion gold (ENIG) finished glass
fiber (GF) laminate (IPC-41 01/26) printed circuit boards with a glass transition temperature, Tg,
of 170°C minimum.
For this project, forward and backward compatibility have been defined as:
• Forward Compatibility is a SnPb component attached to a printed wiring assembly using Pb-
free solder with a Pb-free profile.
• Backward compatibility is a Pb-free component attached to a printed wiring assembly using
SnPb solder with a SnPb solder profile.
For all details relating to the assembly of the test vehicles, please see "NASA-DoD Pb-free
Electronics Project; Project Plan - December 2009".
3.1 NSWC Crane Assembly and Rework Effort
Thirty (30) of the one hundred and ninety three (193) test vehicles assembled by BAE Systems in
Irving, Texas were built for Naval Surface Warfare Center, Crane Division, a NASA-DoD
Consortium member, in support of their Naval Supply Command (NAVSUP) sponsored
"Logistics Impact ofPb-free Circuits/Components" project.
" '
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The 30 test vehicles were built as "Manufactured" (Mfg.) test vehicles using Pb-free solder
alloys and Pb-free component finishes. Following assembly, NSWC Crane performed SnPb
rework on random Pb-free DIP, TQFP-144, TSOP-50, and LCC components. BEST Inc.
performed the QFN rework for NSWC Crane. Some of the components were reworked 2 times.
The goal of the NSWC Crane effort is to generate data supporting the qualification of existing
SnPb rework procedures for all military hardware built with Pb-free processes through analysis
of thermal cycling, vibration, and drop test data including microsection analysis.
Testing ofthe NSWC Crane test vehicles included -55°C to +125°C thermal cycling testing
conducted by Rockwell Collins, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The NSWC Crane test vehicles were
tested with the NASA-DoD Lead-free Electronics test vehicles during -55°C to +125°C thermal
cycle testing.
Drop testing, performed by Celestica, Toronto, Ontario, was conducted on the NSWC Crane test
vehicles prior to testing the NASA-DoD Lead-free Electronics test vehicles. Initially, the testing
procedures for both the NSWC Crane and NASA-DoD Lead-free Electronics test vehicles were
to be identical. However, lessons learned during the testing ofthe NSWC Crane test vehicles
lead the consortium to change the testing procedure for the NASA-DoD Lead-free Electronics
test vehicles. Details on the Drop Testing procedures can be found in section O.
Vibration testing, performed by Celestica, Toronto, Ontario, was conducted on the NSWC Crane
test vehicles since the facility that tested the NASA-DoD test vehicles could not accommodate
the Crane vibration test vehicles. The testing followed the document specifications contained in
the NASA-DoD Lead-Free Electronics Project Joint Test Protocol. Nine assemblies in all were
tested. Each board was monitored for vibration response and net resistance for all 63
components. The assemblies were attached to the table with the supplied test fixture.
For all details relating to the assembly of the test vehicles, please see "NASA-DoD Lead-Free
Electronics Project; Project Plan - March 2010".
4 Test Methods
Project technical representatives identified the engineering, performance, and operational impact
(supportability) requirements for printed wiring assemblies, reaching consensus on the tests,
procedures and acceptance criteria to be applied. This information was documented in "NASA-
DoD Lead-Free Electronics Project, Joint Test Protocol (JTP); September 2009".
The performance requirements and related tests for the NASA-DoD Lead-Free Electronics test
vehicles are listed in Table 3. These tests were required by all military and aerospace systems
that participated in the development ofthe NASA-DoD Lead-Free Electronics Project. Both
"Manufactured" and "Rework" test vehicles were tested.
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Test Location Reference Electrical Test AcceptanceCriteria (a)
Boeing MIL-STD-81 OF, Electrical Better than orVibration Method 514.5, continuity equal to SnPbSeattle, WA Procedure I failure controls
Mechanical Boeing MIL-STD-810F, Electrical Better than or
continuity equal to SnPbShock Seattle, WA Method 516.5 failure controls
Boeing Better than orSeattle, WA
equal to SnPb
Thermal Rockwell IPC-SM-785 Electrical controls at 10%bCycling Collins continuity Weibull
Cedar Rapids, failure cumulativefailuresIA
Better than or
Combined MIL-STD-810F equal to SnPb
Environments Raytheon Method 520.2 Electrical controls at 10%b
Test McKinney, TX Procedure I continuity Weibullfailure cumulative
failures
Celestica JEDEC Standard Electrical Better than orDrop Testing Toronto, Ontario JESD22-BI10A continuity equal to SnPbfailure controls
3 thermal cycles
PWB simulateInterconnect Interconnect IPC-TM-650- Electrical assembly and 6Stress Test Solutions Inc. 2.6.26 continuity thermal cycles(1ST) Toronto, Ontario testing simulate
assembly and
rework
Celestica
Toronto, Ontario IPC-TM-650- Cross section!Copper Rockwell 2.1.1 metallographic N/ADissolution Collins
Cedar Rapids, ASTM-E-3 analysis
IA
a Failure of a test board In a specific test does not necessarily dlsquahfy a Pb-free solder alloy for use In an
application for which that test does not apply. Electrical performance requirements for a particular circuit apply
only to parts containing that circuit.
b 10% noncompliance of minimal Weibull distribution data for Thermal Cycling and Combined Environments
Testing was selected because it was a compromise between the 63.2% failures which is taken as normal life, and 1%
failures (or first failure) which is most important in high reliability systems.
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5 Test Results
5.1 Vibration Test
5.1.1 Vibration Test Method
This test quantifies solder joint failures on the test vehicles during exposure to vibration. The
limits identified in the vibration testing were used to compare performance differences in the Pb-
free test alloys and mixed solder joints vs. the baseline standard SnPb (63/37) alloy.
The testing satisfies the general requirements of MIL-STD-81 OF (Test Method Standard for
Environmental Engineering Considerations and Laboratory Tests) Method 514.5 (Vibration) and
was performed using the following procedure:
• Confirm the electrical continuity of each test channel prior to testing. One channel will be
used per component.
• Place the PWAs into a test fixture in random order and mount the test fixture onto an
electrodynamic shaker.
• Conduct a step stress test in the Z-axis only (i.e., perpendicular to the plane of the circuit
board). Most failures will occur with displacements applied in the Z-axis as that will result
in maximum board bending for each of the major modes.
• Run the test using the stress steps shown in Figure 2 and Table 4. Subject the test vehicles to
8.0 grms for one hour. Then increase the Z-axis vibration level in 2.0 grms increments, shaking
for one hour per step until the 20.0 grms level is completed. Then subject the test vehicles to a
final one hour of vibration at 28.0 grms.
• Continuously monitor the electrical continuity of the solder joints during the test using event
detectors with shielded cables. All wires used for monitoring will be soldered directly to the
test vehicles and then glued to the test vehicles (with stress relief) to minimize wire fatigue
during the test.
• If feasible, a complete modal analysis should be conducted on one test vehicle using a laser
vibrometer system in order to determine the resonant frequencies and the actual deflection
shapes for each mode
The stakeholders agreed that a stress step test representing increasingly severe vibration
environments was appropriate for this test. A step stress test is required since a test conducted at
a constant 8.0 grms level (Step 1) would take thousands of hours to fail the same number of
components as a step stress test. This is because some locations on a circuit assembly experience
very low stresses and severe vibration is required in order to fail components at these locations.
The shape of the PSD (Power Spectral Density) curve for each step stress level was designed so
that all of the major resonances of the test vehicles would be excited by the random vibration
input. The PSD curves presented in MIL-STD-81 OF were used as guides for the creation of this
step stress test but were not directly duplicated.
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Figure 2 - Vibration Spectrum
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Table 4 - Vibration Profile
Levell Level 2 Level 3
20 Hz @0.00698 G2/Hz 20 Hz @0.0107 G2/Hz 20 Hz @0.0157 G2/Hz
20 - 50 Hz @ +6.0 dB/octave 20 - 50 Hz @ +6.0 dB/octave 20 - 50 Hz @ +6.0 dB/octave
50 - 1000 Hz @0.0438 G2/Hz 50 - 1000 Hz @0.067 G2/Hz 50 - 1000 Hz @0.0984 G2/Hz
1000 -2000 Hz @ -6.0 1000 - 2000 Hz @ -6.0 1000 - 2000 Hz @ -6.0
dB/octave dB/octave dB/octave
2000 Hz @ 0.0 109 G21Hz 2000 Hz @ 0.0 167 G2/Hz 2000 Hz @ 0.0245 G2/Hz
Composite = 8.0 Grms Composite = 9.9 Grms Composite = 12.0 G rms
Level 4 LevelS Level 6
20 Hz @ 0.02 14 G2/Hz 20 Hz @ 0.0279 G2/Hz 20 Hz @ 0.0354 G2/Hz
20 - 50 Hz @ +6.0 dB/octave 20 - 50 Hz @ +6.0 dB/octave 20 - 50 Hz @ +6.0 dB/octave
50 - 1000 Hz @ 0.134 G2/Hz 50 - 1000 Hz @ 0.175 G2/Hz 50 - 1000 Hz @ 0.22 15 G2/Hz
1000 -2000 Hz @ -6.0 1000 - 2000 Hz @ -6.0 1000 - 2000 Hz @ -6.0
dB/octave dB/octave dB/octave
2000 Hz @ 0.0334 G2/Hz 2000 Hz @ 0.0436 G2/Hz 2000 Hz @ 0.0552 G2/Hz
Composite = 14.0 G rms Composite = 16.0 G rms Composite = 18.0 G rms
Level 7 Level 8
20 Hz @ 0.0437 G2/Hz 20 Hz @ 0.0855 G2/Hz
20 - 50 Hz @ +6.0 dB/octave 20 - 50 Hz @ +6.0 dB/octave
50 - 1000 Hz @ 0.2734 G2/Hz 50 - 1000 Hz @ 0.5360 G2/Hz
1000 -2000 Hz @ -6.0 1000 - 2000 Hz @ -6.0
dB/octave dB/octave
2000 Hz @0.0682 G2/Hz 2000 Hz @0.1330 G2/Hz
Composite = 20.0 Grms Composite = 28.0 Grms
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5.1.2 NASA-DoD Test Vehicle Vibration Testing Results Summary
The complete test report, "NASA-DoD Lead-Free Electronics Project: Vibration Test", can be
found on the NASA TEERM website
(http://teerm.nasa.gov/NASA DODLeadFreeElectronics Proj2.html).
The objective of this study was to determine the effects of random vibration on the relative
reliability of Pb-free and tin/lead solder joints (i.e., which solder survived the longest). Modal
data and strain data were also collected during this study in an effort to provide data that would
be useful to those that may want to try to model the behavior of the NASA-DoD test vehicle.
Twenty seven test vehicles were delivered to Boeing for vibration testing. These consisted of 5
SnPb "Manufactured" test vehicles; 6 Pb-free "Manufactured" test vehicles assembled with
SAC305 paste; 5 Pb-free "Manufactured" test vehicles assembled with SNI OOC paste; 6 SnPb
"Rework" test vehicles; and 5 Pb-free "Rework" test vehicles. Most of the test vehicles had an
immersion silver PWB finish except for one SAC305 "Manufactured" test vehicle (Test Vehicle
96) with ENIG PWB finish and one SnPb "Rework" test vehicle (Test Vehicle 157) with ENIG
PWB finish.
Table 5 shows the percent of each component type that failed on both the "Manufactured" and
the "Rework" test vehicles at the end of the test. Notice that the QFN-20's were resistant to
failure due to vibration.
Table 5 - Percentage of Components Failed (Includes Mixed Solders)
% of Components Failed During Vibration Testing
"Manufactured" Test Vehicles "Rework"
Test
Vehicles
SnPb SAC305 SN100C SnPb Pb-Free
Paste Paste Paste Paste Paste
Component
BGA-225 84 98 100 100 100
CLCC-20 32 43 90 35 68
CSP-100 62 73 70 62 80
PDIP-20 98 92 100 88 96
QFN-20 0 21 20 8 10
TQFP-144 60 63 64 70 70
TSOP-50 62 73 86 77 80
Figure 3 shows when the components failed on Test Vehicle 74. The failures are colored coded
according to how many test minutes were required to cause the failure (red = 1 to 60 test
minutes; orange = 61 to 120 minutes; yellow = 121 to 180 minutes; green = 181 to 240 minutes;
" '
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blue = 241 to 300 minutes; purple = 301 to 360 minutes; pink = 361-420 minutes; and white =
421 to 480+ minutes). In general, the components tended to fail first down the centerline and
along the edges of the test vehicle (near the wedgelocks). Therefore, the first component failures
coincide with the regions of highest strain as shown in Figure 4.
l '
. "·"iI
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Figure 3 - Test Minutes Required for Components to Fail (Test Vehicle 74 Data)
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Figure 4 - Full Field Peak Strains at 65 Hz (lG Sine Dwell, Test Vehicle 74)
The overall results of the vibration testing are summarized in Table 6. If a solder
alloy/component finish combination performed as well or better than the SnPb control, it was
assigned the number "1" and the color "green". Solders that performed worse than the SnPb
control were assigned a "2" and the color "yellow". Solders that performed much worse than the
SnPb control were assigned a "3" and the color "red".
The rankings in Table 6 are somewhat subjective due to the scatter in the data for some
component types. The TSOP data was difficult to interpret since the orientation of the TSOP on
the test vehicle appeared to influence how the solder/component finish combinations performed
relative to the Sn37Pb/SnPb controls. Weibull plots were not used since the test conditions were
changed during the test (i.e., the PSD was increased every 60 minutes) which renders the
Weibull parameters meaningless.
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BGA-225
ClCC-20
CSP-lOO
PDlP-20
OFN-20
TOFP-l44
SNlOOC/
Sn
2
~Sn'7Pb! Sn'7Pb! SAC305/ SAC305/ SAC305/ RwkSn37Pb/ Rwk Sn37Pb/Sn Rwk Sn37Pb/Sn RwkSAC305/ SNlOOC/ SNlOOC/
TSOP-SO SnPb Sn SnBi Sn SnBi SnPb SnPb (SnPb Profile) (Ph-free Profile) SnBi Sn SnBi
2* 2* 2* 2* 2 2 2* 2* 2 2 2
*Performance relative to Sn37Pb control may depend on orientation of the TSOP
1 = as good as or better than Sn37Pb control
2 =worse than Sn37Pb control
3 = much worse than Sn37Pb control
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5.1.3 NSWC Crane Test Vehicle Vibration Testing Results Summary
The complete test report, "Vibration Testing Report for Crane; TOL0901051 ", can be found on the
NASA TEERM website (http://teerm.nasa.govINASA DODLeadFreeElectronics Proj2.html).
For this effort, 9 NSWC Crane test vehicles were subjected to vibration testing per the test
method outlined in section 5.1. The vibration testing resulted in electrical failures in over 80%
of all components; see Table 7 and Table 8 for details. In total, 63 components on each board
were in-situ resistance monitored during the vibration testing. An average of 51 components
failed electrically on each board.
Lb Ft F 'ItPT bl 7 Ca e - omponen ereen a~e al ure )y oree eve
Vibration Level Components Failed 0/0 Total 0/0
8 51 9.0 9
10 45 7.9 16.9
12 43 7.6 24.5
14 39 6.9 31.4
16 39 6.9 38.3
18 59 10.4 48.7
20 73 12.9 61.6
28 111 19.6 81.1
ttD t ha e - omponen e ae men s
Vibration Level Card Components
20 79 U16
61 U16, U29
62 U12, U16
64 U16
28 65 U7,U12, U16, U29
66 U12, U16, U29
67 U7,U12, U16, U29, U34
79 U29
T bl 8 C
Out of the 9 test vehicles tested, 33 parts representing electrical failures were selected for cross-
section analysis. Test vehicles were submitted to Celestica's Performance Innovation
Laboratories for physical failure analysis. The cross-sections revealed a high degree of damage
throughout the solder joints. This damage occurred across all cross-sectioned parts and did not
seem to correlate to the part type, location on the board or type of solder, i.e. no significant
difference between the Pb-free (non-reworked) parts and the reworked SnPb parts.
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5.1.3.1 CLCC Components
All of the tested CLCC-20s had SAC305 component finish. None ofthese solder joints were
reworked. Solder cracks we observed around every solder joint. The cross sections of all
CCLC-20 packages were performed on comer pads. Each cross section revealed cracking across
the length of the solder, see Figure 5. SN67 also showed voiding, in this case the crack traveled
along the void, see Figure 6.
Figure 5 - SN63 U52, Left Side Pad
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All ofthe QFN-20 packages were fabricated using Sn finish and were exposed to one or two
reworks with SnPb solder. Approximately half of the solder joints exhibited cracks which ran
along the component pad. There does not appear to be a correlation between the cracked solder
and the number ofre-work cycles to which the part was exposed. Cross sections of the QFN-20
packages reveal that the cracks propagated along the component pad, see Figure 7 and Figure 8.
" '
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Figure 7 - SN63 U54, Left Side Pad
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5.1.3.2 TQFP Components
All of the TQFP-144 packages were fabricated using Sn finish on the leads, and four of the nine
were exposed to one or two re-work cycles with SnPb solder. All of the solder joints experienced
significant cracking. Additionally, eight leads broke, all corresponding to components that did
not undergo any re-work and therefore contained only Pb-free solder.
Cross-sectioning revealed cracks in the actual copper leads of the TQFP-144 packages. This
damage was observed only on parts which were not reworked and therefore the solder joint was
Pb-free. This is to be expected as the Pb-free solder is stiffer than the SnPb solder and transfers
the stress to the weaker copper leads. Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrate TQFP-144 packages
which were not reworked and therefore contain only Pb-free solders.
Figure 9 - SN63 U41. Left Lead
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Figure 10 - SN61 U20 Right Lead
Cross-sections of TQFP-144 packages which were re-worked, either once or twice, revealed
cracked solder joints in all cases. However, all of the leads on these samples survived, see Figure
11 and Figure 12.
Figure 11 - SN67 U31 Left Lead
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Figure 12 - SN68 U31, Right Lead
5.1.3.3 TSOP Components
Of the twenty one TSOPs tested, seven fell off of the board during the vibration test and where
therefore not cross sectioned. All of these parts were in an area closest to the edge of the board.
Among the cross sectioned parts, all of the leads remained intact however almost all of the solder
joints experienced significant cracking. The TSOPs had finishes of either Sn or SnBi, and two
thirds were re-worked either one or two times using SnPb solder. There does not appear to be
any correlation between the lead finish or the number of re-works with the incident of cracking
in the solder joint.
SN79 U12 (Figure 13) and SN66 U62 (Figure 14) are examples ofTSOPs which did not undergo
any re-work. They have Sn and SnBi finishes respectively. Both experienced sever solder
cracking in leads on both sides of the component.
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Figure 13 - SN79 U12, Left Lead
Figure 14 - SN66 U62, Right Lead
SN65 U62 (Figure 15) and SN63 U61 (Figure 16) are examples of parts which underwent one re-
work cycle with SnPb solder. They have Sn and SnBi finishes respectively and both components
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showed significant cracking within the solder at both sides of the component. This is consistent
with all parts which have undergone one re-work cycle.
Figure 15 - SN65 U62, Left Lead
" .
' ..
Figure 16 - SN63 U61, Right Lead
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SN63 U16 (Figure 17) and SN68 U29 (Figure 18) were both re-worked twice with SnPb solder.
SN63 U16 is finished with SnBi and SN68 U29 is finished with Sn. The SnBi part experienced
extensive solder cracking through-out. The Sn finished part experienced solder cracking at one
side of the component.
Figure 17 - SN63 U16, Left Lead
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Based on the limited number of cross-section completed, there does not appear to be a
correlation between component lead finish and the damage to the leads or bulk solder. The
TQFPs show some correlation to number of re-work cycles and damaged leads, as only those
leads which did not undergo any re-work broke. As the re-work solder was SnPb, this would
indicate that the leads with Pb-free solder joints broke, while those with some Pb in the solder
survived.
'. '
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5.2 Mechanical Shock Test
5.2.1 Mechanical Shock Test Method
The purpose of this test was to determine the resistance of solders to the stresses associated with
high-intensity shocks. Testing was performed in accordance with the requirements specified in
MIL-STD-810F (with modifications). A step stress shock test was performed to maximize the
number of failures generated which allowed comparisons of solder reliability.
The test vehicles were mounted in a fixture on an electro-dynamic shaker. The required shock
response spectrum (SRS) was programmed into the digital shock controller which in turn
generated the required transient shock time history.
Testing followed MIL-STD-810F, Method 516.5 with the following modifications: (1)100
shocks applied per test level (rather than 3) and all of the shocks applied in the Z-axis, and (2)
the shock transients applied at the levels specified in MIL-STD-81 OF, Method 516.5 for the
Functional Test for Flight Equipment, the Functional Test for Ground Equipment, and the Crash
Hazard Test for Ground Equipment followed the modified parameters given in Table 9.
Additional step stress test was then conducted (per Table 9 and Figure 19) with the shocks being
applied in the Z-axis only. For Level 6 (300 G's), 400 shocks were applied instead of 100.
Testing continued until a majority (approximately 63 percent) of components failed. Shock
levels, pulse durations and/or frequencies may be modified during testing based on the actual
capabilities of the electrodynamic shaker used.
The test SRS shall be within +3dB and ··1.5dB of the nominal requirement over a minimum of
90% of the frequency band when using a 11l2-octave analysis bandwidth. The remaining 10%
of the frequency band shall be within +6dB and -3dB of the nominal requirement.
The electrical continuity of the solder joints was continuously monitored during the test. All test
results were recorded.
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Parameters The shock transients will be applied perpendicular to the plane of the board and
will be increased after every 100 shocks (i.e., a step stress test). For Level 6
(300 G's), 400 shocks will be applied. Frequency range is 40 to 1000 Hz. SRS
damping: 5%
Test Shock Response Spectra Amplitude Te Shocks per
(G's) (msec) Level
Modified Functional Test for Flight 20 <30 100Equipment (Level 1)
Modified Functional Test for Ground 40 <30 100Equipment (Level 2)
Modified Crash Hazard Test for Ground 75 <30 100Equipment (Level 3)
Level 4 100 <30 100
LevelS 200 <30 100
Level 6 300 <30 400
Number of Test Vehicles Required
Mfg. SnPb= S I Mfg. LF = 5
Rwk. SnPb = S I Rwk. SnPb {ENIG} = 1 I Rwk. LF=5
Trials per Specimen I 1
T bl 9 M h . I Sh k T t M th d I
S.2.2 Mechanical Shock Testing Results Summary
The complete test report, "NASA-DoD Lead-Free Electronics Project: Mechanical Shock Test", can be
found on the NASA TEERM website
(http://teerm.nasa.govINASA DODLeadFreeElectronics Proj2.html).
The overall results of the mechanical shock testing are summarized in Table 10. If a solder
alloy/component finish combination performed as well or better than the SnPb control, it was
assigned the number "1" and the color "green". Solders that performed worse than the SnPb
control were assigned a "2" and the color "yellow". For those cases where both the SnPb
controls and a Pb-free solder had few or no failures after 900 shock pulses, they were not ranked.
The rankings in Table 10 are somewhat subjective since the data for some component types
contained a lot of scatter and other component types had few failures which complicated the
ranking process. In addition, if some of the component/solder combinations had only a few early
failures, these failures did not count in the ranking process.
In general, the pure Pb-free systems (SAC30S/SAC405 balls, SAC305/SAC10S balls,
SAC305/Sn, and SN100C/Sn) perform d as well or better than the SnPb controls (SnPb/SnPb or
SnPb/Sn).
For mixed technologies, SnPb solder balls combined with SAC305 paste (and reflowed with a
Pb-free profile) performed as well as the SnPb controls on both the BGA's and the CSP's. In
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contrast, SnPb solder paste combined with either SAC405 or SAC 105 balls (and reflowed with a
SnPb thermal profile) underperformed the SnPb/SnPb controls.
Rework operations on the PDIP's and TSOP's reduced the reliability of both the SnPb and the
Pb-free solders when compared to the unreworked SnPb/SnPb controls. In contrast, rework of
SnPb and SAC405 BGA's and SACl05 CSP's using flux only gave equivalent performance to
the unreworked SnPb/SnPb controls. Pb-free BGA's reworked with SnPb paste and SAC405
balls (and a Pb-free thermal profile) were also equivalent to the SnPb controls.
" . " '
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2Rwk
SAC30S/SnBi
22
2
Rwk
Sn37Pb/SACIOS
Pb-Free Profile
2
Rwk
Sn37Pb/SnPb
Rwk Flux Only
ISACIOS
2
2
Rwk
Flux Only
ISn37Pb
Rwk
SNIOOC/Sn
SAC30S/SnBi I SAC30S/SnPb
Not enough I Not enough
failures to rank failures to rank
SAC30S/Sn
Not enough
failures to rank
Sn37Pb/SnBi
Not enough
failures to rank
Sn37Pb/Sn
Not enough
failures to rank
Not enough
fai Iures to rank
TSOP-50
Rwk
Component! Sn37Pb/Sn37Pb I SAC30S/SAC40S ISn37Pb/SAC40s1 SAC30S/Sn37Pb I Flux Only
ISn37Pb
Component I Sn37Pb/SnPb
Table 10 - Mechanical Shock Testin!!; Relative Rankin!! (Solder/ComDonent Finish
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5.2.2.1 BGA Components
Many ofthe BGA failures (SnPb/SnPb balls, SAC305/SAC405 balls, and mixed technologies)
were due to pad cratering. This suggests that Pb-free laminates may be the weakest link for large
area array components.
Microsections made at the end of Mechanical Shock Testing showed that the comer solder joints
failed first. The SnPb/SnPb sections showed pad cratering, PWB trace cracking, and solder joint
cracking on the component side (Figure 20).
Figure 20 - Test Vehicle 34 - Four Corner Balls of BGA U6 (SnPb Solder/SnPb Balls)
The SAC305/SAC405 sections showed PWB trace cracking and solder joint cracking at the
component side intermetallic layer (Figure 21). Which failure mechanism occurred first could
not be determined from the microsections.
'.
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Figure 21 - Test Vehicle 89 - Four Corner Balls ofBGA U2 (SAC305 SolderlSAC405 Balls)
A number ofBGA's fell off ofthe test vehicles during the shock test which allowed the failure
mechanisms to be examined more closely.
Surprisingly, on the SnPb/SnPb BGA's that fell off, almost 100% of the solder joints failed by
pad cratering. The BGA balls and associated PWB copper pads were missing from the test
vehicles (Figure 22 and Figure 23).
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Figure 22 - Test Vehicle 30 BGA U2 with Missing Pads (SnPb Solder/SnPb Balls)
Figure 23 - Test Vehicle 30 BGA U4 with Missing Pads (SnPb Solder/SnPb Balls)
No SAC30S/SAC40S BGA's fell off during the test. The only purely Pb-free BGA that fell off
was one reworked using flux only and a BGA with SAC40S balls. For this BGA, 16% of the
balls remained with the PWB with the solder joints failing on the component side (although most
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of the remaining balls also showed signs ofPWB pad cratering). The balance of the BGA balls
and associated PWB copper pads were missing from the test vehicle (Figure 24 and Figure 25).
Figure 24 - Test Vehicle 193 BGA U2l with Missing Pads (Flux Only/SAC40S Balls)
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Figure 25 - Test Vehicle 193 BGA U21 with Missing Pads (Flux Only/SAC405 Balls)
5.2.2.2 CLCC Components
For the CLCC-20 components, the SnPb/SnPb controls outperformed the combinations of
SAC305/SAC305, SnPb/SAC305, and SAC305/SnPb (Figure 26).
'..
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Figure 26 - Combined Data from CLCC's Ul3 and U14
Test vehicle inspections made at the end of Mechanical Shock Testing showed cracks in a CLCC
solder joint (Figure 27).
Figure 27 - Test Vehicle 191 CLCC UI0 (Cracked SAC30S/SnPb Solder Joint)
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S.2.2.3 CSP Components
The CSP daisy chain pattern on the test vehicles was incorrect with the result that only the outer
perimeter balls of each CSP formed an electrically continuous path (Figure 28). In order for a
CSP to be detected as failed, both legs of the outer perimeter needed to fail.
Figure 28 - X-Ray of a eSp-tOO
Showing that only the outer balls form a daisy-chain (Red Lines).
The combination of SAC30S solder/SAC1OS balls generally performed as well as the SnPb/SnPb
controls in mechanical shock. Microsections made at the end of the test showed that the comer
solder joints failed first. The SnPb/SnPb solder joints formed cracks primarily on the component
side (Figure 29). The SAC30S/SAC1OS solder joints formed cracks primarily on the component
side and also showed evidence of pad cratering (Figure 30).
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Figure 29 - Test Vehicle 34 - CSP U33
(a) Comer Ball, (b) Ball Adjacent to Comer Ball (SnPb SolderlSnPb Balls)
Figure 30 - Test Vehicle 89 - CSP U33
(a) Comer Ball, (b) Ball Adjacent to Comer Ball (SAC305 SolderiSACI05 Balls)
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5.2.2.4 PDIP Components
The combination of SNI DOC solder/Sn component finish generally performed as well as the
SnPb/SnPb controls in mechanical shock although some of the SNI00C/Sn solder joints failed
early. Microsections made at the end of the test showed that the comer solder joints failed before
the other solder joints. The topside solder fillet would crack first followed by cracking of the lead
where it necks down at the top of the PTH (Figure 31 and Figure 32).
Figure 31 - Test Vehicle 34 - PDIPs U8 and U49 (a) Corner Lead, (b) Lead Adjacent to
Corner Lead (SnPb Solder/SnPb Finish)
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Figure 32 - Test Vehicle 89 - PDIPs U8 and U49 (a) Corner Lead, (b) Lead Adjacent to
Corner Lead (SNIOOC Solder/Sn Finish)
Another observation is that many of the PDIP's soldered with SNIOOC exhibited trace cracking
at the comer solder joints (Figure 33 and Figure 34). This failure mode was not observed as often
with the PDIP's assembled with SnPb solder.
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Figure 33 - Test Vehicle 89 PDIP U30 (Cracked Trace, SNIOOC)
Figure 34 - Test Vehicle 89 PDIP U38 (Cracked Trace, SNIOOC)
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Several of the earliest failures on the "Manufactured" test vehicles were SNIOOC/Sn solder
joints. One possible cause is that some of the SNIOOC joints did not have a substantial topside
solder filet (Figure 35). This could have resulted in a point of high stress concentration where the
PDIP lead necked down resulting in premature failure of the lead. The trace cracking mentioned
above is another possible cause for the early failures. Many of the PDIP's that failed early
exhibited both failure modes so it could ot be definitely determined which occurred first.
Figure 35 - Test Vehicle 89 PDIP US1 (SN100C)
5.2.2.5 QFN Components
The QFN components were resistant to failure under the conditions of this test. Only two QFN's
failed (on Shocks 827 and 873) and they were both SAC305/Sn. Not enough failures occurred to
rank the solders. A PWB trace required for electrically monitoring QFN VI5 was missing on
every test vehicle due to a design error. Therefore, no data was generated for this component.
5.2.2.6 TQFP Components
Most of the TQFP-I44's had broken and/or missing leads at the end ofthe test (Figure 36). Since
most of the failures appeared to be due to broken leads, the scatter in the test data for all of the
TQFP solder/finish combinations was small. SAC305/Sn was equivalent in performance to
SnPb/Sn, SnPbINiPdAu (on immersion Ag), and SnPbINiPdAu (on ENIG). SAC305INiPdAu
was superior to the SnPb/Sn controls in performance.
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Figure 36 - Test Vehicle 89 TQFP U3 (Cracked Leads, Missing Lead)
For this test, some Sn-plated TQFP-1441eads were dipped into either molten SnPb or SAC305 to
evaluate the effectiveness of the hot solder dipping on tin whisker formation. The combination of
SnPb/SnPb Dip was equivalent to the SnPb/Sn control in performance but the SAC305/SAC305
Dip performance was inferior to that of the SnPb/Sn control due to some early failures (Figure
37).
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Figure 37 - Combined Data from TQFP's U20 and U58
5.2.2.7 TSOP Components
TSOP components that were not reworked were resistant to failure under the mechanical shock
conditions of this test and the lack of failures made it impossible to rank the solder/finish
combinations. Un-reworked SnPb/Sn on ENIG did have a few failures but they occurred late in
the test. Mixed solder/finish combinations also had few failures.
Rework had a definite negative effect on performance. SnPb/SnPb reworked with SnPb/SnPb
and SAC305/Sn reworked with SnPb/S underperformed the un-reworked SnPb/SnPb controls
which had no failures (Figure 38).
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Figure 38 - TSOP U25 Data
SnPb/SnPb reworked with SnPb/Sn and SAC30S/SnBi reworked with SAC30S/SnBi
underperformed the un-reworked SnPb/SnPb and SAC30S/SnBi controls which had no failures
(Figure 39).
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Figure 39 - TSOP U24 Data
Test vehicle inspection made at the end of Mechanical Shock Testing showed cracks in a TSOP
solder joint (Figure 40).
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Figure 40 - Test Vehicle 34 TSOP U61 (Cracked SnPb/SnPb Solder Joint)
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5.3 Combined Environments Test
5.3.1 Combined Environments Test Method
The Combined Environments Test (CET) for the NASA-DoD Lead-Free Electronics Project was
based on a modified Highly Accelerated Life Test (HALT), a process in which products are
subjected to accelerated environments to find weak links in the design and/or manufacturing
process.
The CET process can identify design and process related problems in a much shorter time frame
than other development tests. In this project, CET was used determine the operation and
endurance limits of the solder alloys by subjecting the test vehicles to accelerated environments.
The limits identified in CET were used to compare performance differences in the Pb-free test
alloys and mixed solder joints vs. the baseline standard SnPb (63/37) alloy. The primary
accelerated environments are temperature extremes (both limits and rate of change) and vibration
(pseudo-random six degrees of freedom [DOF]) used in combination.
This test was performed utilizing a temperature range of -55 to 125°C with 20°C/minute ramps.
The dwell times at each temperature extreme are the times required to stabilize the test sample
plus a 15-minute soak. 10 grrns pseudo-random vibration was applied for the duration of the
thermal cycle. Testing was continued until sufficient data was generated to obtain statistically
significant Weibull plots indicating relative solder joint endurance (cycles to failure) rates. If
significant failure rates were not evidenced after 50 cycles, the vibration levels were increased in
increments of 5grrns and continued cycling for an additional 50 cycles. The process was repeated
until all parts failed or 55 grms was reached.
t T t M th d Ia e - om me nVlronmen s es e o oo~
Parameters • -55°C to +125°C
• Number of cycles ~ 500
• 20°C/minute ramp
• 15 minute soak
• Vibration for duration of thermal cycle
• 10 Grrns , initial
• Increase 5 Grrns after every 50 cycles
• 55 Grrns, maximum
Number of Test Vehicles Required
Mfg. SnPb = 5 Mfg. LF = 5 I Mfg. LF {SNI00C} = 5 I Mfg. LF {ENIG} = 1
Rwk. SnPb = 5 Rwk. SnPb {ENIG} = 1 I Rwk. LF = 5
Trials per Specimens I 1
T bl 11 C b' dE
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5.3.2 Combined Environments Test Results Summary
The complete test report, "NASA/DOD Lead-Free Electronics Project: Combined Environments
Test", can be found on the NASA TEERM website
(http://teerm.nasa.gov/NASA DODLea FreeElectronics Proj2.html).
Overall, the component type had the greatest effect on solder joint reliability performance. The
plated-through-hole components {PDIP-20} proved to be more reliable than the surface mount
technology components. Of the surface mount technology, the TQFP-144 and QFN-20
components performed the best while the BGA-225 components performed the worst.
The solder alloy had a secondary effect on solder joint reliability. In general, tin-lead finished
components soldered with tin-lead solder paste were the most reliable. In general, tin-silver
copper soldered components were less reliable than the tin-lead soldered controls. The lower
reliability ofthe tin-silver-copper 305 solder joints does not necessarily rule out the use oftin
silver copper solder alloy on military electronics. In several cases, tin-silver-copper 305 solder
performed statistically as good as or equal to the baseline, tin-lead solder.
The effect oftin-Iead contamination on BGA-225 components degrades early life performance of
tin-copper solder paste. It can also degrade early life performance oftin-silver-copper 305 solder
paste. The effect oftin-Iead contamination on BGA-225 components soldered with tin-silver-
copper 305 solder paste was less than the effect on tin-lead contamination on tin-copper solder.
CSP-IOO components are the exception, where tin-lead CSP-IOO components soldered with tin-
silver-copper 305 solder paste performed better than or equal to tin-lead CSP-I 00 components
soldered with tin-lead solder paste. The chip scale package components were not drafted
correctly during the design stage, therefore CSP-I 00 components results can only be used to
compare within chip scale packages.
The probability plots of soldering tin-lead and tin-silver-copper 305 solder components onto
electroless nickel immersion gold (ENIG) finished test vehicles were compared using BGA-225
and CLCC-20 components. In general, tin-lead components soldered with tin-silver-copper 305
solder paste onto immersion gold performed better than tin-silver-copper 305 components
soldered onto ENIG finished test vehicles. One exception is the performance oftin-Iead CLCC-
20 components soldered with tin-silver··copper 305 solder paste onto ENIG test vehicle
performing better than the immersion gold test vehicle. Keep in mind, the ENIG sample size
consisted of only two test vehicles.
In general, reworked components were less reliable than the unreworked components. This is
especially true with reworked Pb-free eSP-IOO, reworked Pb-free BGA-225 and unreworked Pb-
free TQFP-144 components; these components did not survive beyond 200 cycles. The
exceptions were the immersion gold plated-through hole components, nickel-palladium-gold
TQFP-144, matte tin and tin-lead QFN-20, and tin PDIP-20 components where a majority of
these components were soldered with tin-lead solder and did not fail. Approximately, 37% of
rework test vehicle components soldered with tin-lead solder paste failed, whereas, 53% of
rework test vehicle components soldered with tin-silver-copper 305 solder paste failed. This
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suggests that reworking surface mount technology components with Pb-free solder continues to
pose processing challenges.
When comparing the performance of components soldered onto the two different test vehicle
board finishes of immersion silver and electroless nickel immersion gold (ENIG), the immersion
silver finish of the manufactured test vehicles had better reliability of solder joints than
components soldered onto and ENIG surface finish. This is supported in several of the 2-
parameter Weibull plots generated with the data.
Data from the Combined Environments Test was segregated by component type, component
finish and solder alloy, see Table 12 and Table 13. Test vehicles soldered with tin-lead solder
had the fewest solder joint failures overall. Test vehicles soldered with tin-silver-copper solder
were second best. Lastly, the test vehicles soldered with tin-copper solder paste had the worst
performance.
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Board Finish Component Finish Solder Number of Failed Components
SAC305 76% (19 of 25)
SAC405 SNlOOC 76% (19 of 25)
Im.Ag BGA-225 SnPb
92% (23 of 25)
SAC305 84% (21 of 25)
SnPb SNIOOC 88% (22 of 25)
SnPb 60% (I5 of 25)
SAC305 96% (24 of 25)
SAC305 SNIOOC 96% (24 of 25)
Im.Ag CLCC-20 SnPb 92% (23 of 25)
SAC305 100% (25 of 25)
SnPb SN100C 88% (22 of 25)
SnPb 84% (21 of 25)
SAC305 32% (8 of25)
SACI05 SNIOOC 44% (II of 25)
Im.Ag CSP-lOO SnPb 68% (17 of25)
SAC305 20% (5 of25)
SnPb SN100C 48% (12 of25)
SnPb 16% (4 of 25)
NiPdAu SNIOOC 0% (0 of 28)
Im.Ag PDIP-20 SnPb 0% (0 of 20)
10% (5 of 52)Sn SN100CSnPb 0% (0 of 20)
Im.Ag PTH Im.Ag SNIOOC 0% (0 of 10)
SnPb 0% (0 of5)
SAC305 20% (5 of 25)
Im.Ag QFN-20 Matte Sn SNIOOC 40% (10 of 25)
SnPb 20% (5 of 25)
SAC305 24% (6 of25)
Matte Sn SN100C 52% (13 of 25)
Im.Ag TQFP-I44 SnPb 32% (8 of25)
SAC305 0% (0 of25)
SnPb Dip SNlOOC 60% (15 of 25)
SnPb 8% (2 of2s)
SAC305 92% (23 of 25)
SnBi SN100C 92% (23 of 25)
Im.Ag TSOP-50 SnPb 64% (16 of25)
SAC305 60% (15 of25)
SnPb SN100C 84% (21 of 25)
SnPb 64% (16 of25)
Table 12 - Number of Failed Components by Board Finish, Component, Component Finish
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Table 13 - Number of Failed Components by Board Finish, Component, Component Finish
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Board Finish Component Finish Solder Number of Failed Components
ENIG BGA-225 SAC405 SAC305 0% (0 of 5)
SnPb SAC305 100% (5 of 5)
ENIG CLCC-20
SAC305 SAC305 60% (3 of 5)
SnPb SAC305 60% (3 of 5)
ENIG CSP-JOO SAClO5 SAC305 0% (0 of 5)
SnPb SAC305 0% (0 of 5)
ENIG PDIP-20 Sn SN100C 0% (0 of 8)
EN1G PTH ENIG SN100C 0% (0 of 1)
ENIG QFN-20 Matte Sn SAC305 20% (1 of 5)
ENIG TQFP-l44 Matte Sn SAC305 0% (0 of 5)
SnPb Dip SAC305 0% (0 of 5)
ENIG TSOP-50 SnBi SAC305 20% (l of 5)
SnPb SAC305 20% (1 of 5)
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Data from the Combined Environments Test, rework test vehicles, was segregated by component
type, component finish and solder alloy, see Table 14 and Table 15. Test vehicles soldered with
or reworked with tin-lead solder had the fewest solder joint failures. Test vehicles soldered with
tin-silver-copper solder were second best. Lastly, the test vehicles soldered with tin-copper
solder had the worst performance.
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Table 14 - Number of Failed Components by Board Finish, Component, Component
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New Number of
Board Finis h Component Finish Solder Component Rework Solder Failed
Finish Components
SAC305 SAC405 Flux Only 60% (9 of 15)
SAC405 SnPb 33% (5 of 15)
Im.Ag BGA-225 SnPb 50% (10 of 20)
SAC305 65% (13 of 20)
SnPb
SnPb
SAC405 SnPb 80% (12 of 15)
SnPb Flux Only 20% (3 of 15)
Im.Ag CLCC-20 SAC305 SnPb 98% (49 Of 50)
SnPb SAC305 100% (50 of 50)
SACI05 Flux Only 20% (3 of 15)
SAC 105 SAC305 SnPb 93% (14 of 15)
60% (3 of 5)
Im.Ag CSP-IOO SnPb 55% (11 of 20)
SAC305 0% (0 of 15)
SnPb
SnPb SACI05 SnPb 7% (I of 15)
SnPb Flux Only 0% (0 of 15)
NiPdAu SnPb 7% (I of 15)
SNI00C Sn SNIOOC 20% (2 of 10)
Im.Ag PDIP-20 Sn 7% (2 of 30)
SnPb 13% (2 of 15)
SnPb SnPb Sn SnPb 40% (4 of 10)
Im.Ag PTH lmAg
SNI00C 0% (0 of 5)
SnPb 0% (0 of 5)
Im.Ag QFN-20 Matte Sn SnPb 20% (5 of 25)
SnPb SAC305 24% (6 of 25)
NiPdAu SAC305 0% (0 of 25)
Im.Ag TQFP-I44 SnPb 0% (0 of 25)
SAC305 SAC305 44% (II of 25)
SnPb Dip SnPb 12% (3 of 25)
Sn SAC305 Sn SnPb 60% (6 of 10)
SnPb 20% (3 of 15)
SAC305 SnBi SAC305 90% (9 of 10)
Im.Ag TSOP-50 SnBi 67% (10 of 15)
SnPb 33% (5 of 15)
SAC305 33% (5 of 15)
SnPb SnPb Sn SnPb 50% (5 of 10)
SnPb SnPb 60% (6 of 10)
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New Number of
Board Finis h Component Finish Solder Component Rework Solder Failed
Finish Components
SAC405 SnPb 75% (3 of4)
ENIG BGA-225 SnPb SnPb SAC405 SnPb 100% (3 of 3)
SnPb SnPb SnPb Flux Only 33% (1 of3)
ENIG CLCC-20 SAC305 SnPb 100% (10 of 10)
SACI05 SnPb 25% (1 of 4)
ENIG CSP-IOO SnPb SnPb SACI05 SnPb 33% (1 of3)
SnPb SnPb SnPb Flux Only 0% (0 of 3)
NiPdAu SnPb 0% (0 of 3)
ENIG PDIP-20 Sn SnPb 33% (1 of 3)
SnPb SnPb Sn SnPb 0% (0 of 2)
ENIG PTH ENIG SnPb 0% (0 of I)
ENIG QFN-20 Matte Sn SnPb 20% (I of 5)
ENIG TQFP-144 NiPdAu SnPb 20% (1 of 5)
SnPb Dip SnPb 60% (3 of 5)
Sn SnPb 33% (1 of3)
ENIG TSOP-50 SnBi SnPb 33% (1 of3)
SnPb SnPb Sn SnPb 100% (2 of 2)
SnPb SnPb SnPb SnPb 100% (2 of 2)
Table 15 - Number of Failed Components by Board Finish, Component, Component
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5.3.3 Combined Environments Failure Analysis
After completing Combined Environments Testing, the test vehicles were removed from the test
chamber and inspected per J-STD-OOl, Class 3 requirements. The components selected for
failure analysis are listed in Table 16.
Table 16 - Components selected for failure analysis based on when a failure was recorded
d . C b' dE' t T furmg om me nVlronmen s es 109
Test Component FA Performed
Vehicle Location Reason for Failure Analysis by
21 U34 Mfg group - No signal, failed at 0 cycles COMDEV
21 U57 Mfg group - Failed at cycle 1 COMDEV
23 U30 Mfg group - Survived 650 cycles, Nihon Superior
surrounded by components that fell off
23 U43 Mfg group - Failed at 120 cycles, located Nihon Superior
near center of TV
72 U29 Mfg group - Location in chamber (low fails); Nihon Superiorfailed at 161 cycles
117 U4 Mfg group - Failed at 20 cycles; SNlOOC Lockheed
solder paste used Martin
119 U36 Mfg group - Surrounded by components that COMDEVfell off; failed at 233 cycles
119 U39 Mfg group - Surrounded by components that COMDEVfell off; failed at 318 cycles
140 Ull Rwk group - Damaged pad from rework - LockheedFailed at 398 cycles Martin
142 U13 Rwk group - Adjacent to Reworked COMDEV
components, survived all 650 cycles
158 U6 Rwk group - Reworked component failed at Nihon Superior
cycle 1
180 U21 Rwk group - Reworked component failed at Nihon Superior
cycle 1
181 U56 Rwk group - Reworked component failed at COMDEV
cycle 1
181 U25 Rwk group - Reworked component failed at COMDEV
cycle 1
183 U41 Rwk group - Failed at cycle 1, was not Lockheed
reworked Martin
5.3.3.1 Test Vehicle 21
Component location U34 is a TQFP-144 component from SnPb manufactured (Batch C),
soldered with SnPb on SnPb dip component finish. This component did not have a signal and
failed before one complete cycle. Figure 41 is the optical micrograph showing insufficient
solder observed on lead 72 at 49X magnification.
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Figure 41 - TV21 U34; Optical Micrograph, Insufficient Solder Observed
Component location U5? is a TQFP-144 component from SnPb manufactured (Batch C),
soldered with SnPb on SnPb dip component finish. This component failed at cycle one. Figure
42 is the optical micrograph of residue that was found between leads in two locations. The image
on the left shows residue between leads 35 and 36, magnified at 38X. The image on the right
shows residue between leads 38 and 39, magnified at 38X.
Figure 42 - TV21 US?; Optical Micrograph, Residue between Leads
Figure 43 shows Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images taken of the residue found from
the images in Figure 42. The image on the left shows the residue that was found between leads
35 and 36, magnified at 90X. The image on the right shows the residue found between leads 38
and 39, magnified at 55X.
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Figure 43 - TV21 U57; Optical Micrograph, Residue between Leads
The possible cause for the immediate failure at cycle one can be found in the Figure 44. The
Optical micrograph shows component lead 1 does not contact solder on PWB pad at 49X
magnification.
Figure 44 - TV21 U57; Optical Micrograph, Component Lead 1
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5.3.3.2 Test Vehicle 23
Component location U30 is a PDIP-20 from the SnPb manufactured (Batch C), soldered with
SnPb on tin plated component finish. This component survived all 650 cycles of combined
environments testing and it was surrounded by components that fell off during testing.
Figure 45 is an optical micrograph of a PDIP-20 component. The red boxes highlight the two
leads that were magnified to indicate observed cracking in the solder joints. The image in the
upper right is of lead 11, which indicates two areas with cracking. The image in the bottom left is
the top portion of lead 11 and the bottom right image is of lead 10 showing a small crack near the
pad. Crack has not caused an electrical failure, yet.
Figure 45 - TV23 U30; Optical Micrograph, PDIP-20
Figure 46 shows cross-sectional micrographs ofPDIP-20 leads where the two images on the top
are indicating the lead numbering. The cross-sections ofleads 1, 5, 19 and 20 were selected as an
example of the leads that had large quantities of voids, relative to the other component leads. The
dotted lines indicate solder cracks that were found; no break off solder was found during failure
analysis.
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Figure 46 - TV23 U30; Cross-Sectional Micrographs of PDIP-20 Leads
The micrographs in Figure 47 show progression of analysis for lead 9 ofPDIP-20 component
beginning with upper left and following the arrows to the image on the bottom right. This
analysis found silver (bottom right) within the solder joint. The source of the silver may have
been the immersion silver board finish.
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Figure 47 - TV23 U30; Micrographs, Lead 9 of PDIP-20
5.3.3.2.1 Component location U43
Component location U43 is a BGA-225 from the SnPb manufactured (Batch C), soldered with
SnPb with SAC405 component finish located near the center of the test vehicle. This component
failed at 120 cycles of combined environments. In Figure 48, yellow circles indicate solder
joints with high resistance and red circles indicating failed solder joints that are open.
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Figure 48 - TV23 U43; FA Results, BGA-225, Location U43
Cross-sectional micrographs in Figure 49 show different solder structure in lands on board (3, 4,
7,8) and lands on component (1, 2,5,6). Cracking to open along land on board observed at 3-A.
Figure 49 - TV23 U43; Cross-Sectional Micrographs
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Cross-sectional micrographs in Figure 50 show different solder structure in lands on board (3, 4)
and lands on component (1, 2). Cracking to open along land on board observed at I-A and 15-Q.
Figure 50 - TV23 U43; Cross-Sectional Micrographs
~... ... , .. ,
In Figure 51 SEM mapping shows segregation of Pb around land on board. Cracking found in
the part Pb segregated.
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In Figure 52 the distance between component and board at each sphere is almost the same under
the chip in the center. The distance becomes smaller further to the end. Comparing the distance
at [I-A] and [I5-Q], [I-A] has smaller distance.
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Figure 52 - TV23 U43; Cross-Sectional Micrographs Show Warping
5.3.3.3 Test Vehicle 72, component U29
Component location U29 is a TSOP-50 soldered with SAC305 on SnPb component finish. This
component failed at 161 cycles of combined environments testing.
Figure 53 - TV72 U29; Visual Inspection Showing Cracked Solder Joints
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Figure 54 - TV72 U29; Cross-Section Micrographs Showing Open Solder Joints
As observed in Figure 55, more Pb was found from the right lead. Source ofPb is from the lead
plating.
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Fig.A-1
Fig.B-1 Sn '00... Ag Cu
Figure 55 - TV72 U29; SEM Mapping, Pb was Found Around Upper Part of the Both
Leads
5.3.3.4 Test Vehicle 117
Component location U4 is a BGA-225 component from lead-free manufactured (Batch G),
soldered with SNI00C solder paste on SnPb component finish. This component failed after
twenty cycles. Figure 56 shows the orientation of the comer solder balls for the cross-sections in
Figure 57.
Figure 56 - TV117 U4; Orientation of the Corner Solder Balls
Figure 57 shows cross-sectional micrographs of comer solder balls depicting cracks at
component pads on views A, B and C. Crack at the PWB pad detected on view D.
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Figure 57 - TVl17 U4; Cross-Sectional Micrographs of Corner Solder Balls
There was a progression of cracking between sides AID and B/C, which can be visually
represented in Figure 58. Red on top of the solder ball is cracking observed at the component
interface. Red on the bottom of the solder ball is cracking observed at the PWB pad interface.
Red on both the top and bottom of the solder ball is cracking observed at both the component and
PWB pad interface. No red indicates an intact solder joint.
For this BGA-225 component, cracking was observed on both the second and third rows in from
the perimeter row. No cracking was observed on solder balls beneath the component die.
A D
•••••••••••••••
B C
•••••••••••••••Figure 58 - TV1l7 U4; Diagram Showing Progression of Cracking in Component
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5.3.3.5 Test Vehicle 119
Component location U36 is a CSP-IOO component from lead-free manufactured (Batch G),
soldered with SNIOOC solder paste on SACI05 component finish. This component was
surrounded by components that fell off during testing and failed after 233 cycles.
Figure 59 is an x-ray image of the center region ofthe CSP-IOO component in location U36. The
PCB solder mask has a crack and is not homogeneous.
o
06/241201
11:43:3
TV11g.U3~_---.;
Figure 59 - TV119 U36; X-Ray Image, CSP-100
Figure 60 is an x-ray image for reference of the cross-section analysis in Figure 61. The number
'1' and yellow circle indicate the location of pin 1 and the letter 'A' and dotted line indicate the
row and level chosen for grinding.
Figure 60 - TV119 U36; X-Ray Image for Reference of the Cross-Section Analysis
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In Figure 61, on the left, cross-sectional micrographs of solder ball AI, A2, A9 and AIO, at 274X
magnification. On the right, the corresponding SEM images for solder ball Al (300X), A2
(250X), A9 (220X) and AIO (220X).
Figure 61 - TV119 U36; Cross-Sectional Micrographs of Solder Balls AI, A2, A9 and AI0
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Component location U39 is a TSOP-50 component from lead-free manufactured (Batch G),
soldered with SN1OOC solder paste on SnPb component finish. This component was surrounded
by components that fell off during testing and failed after 318 cycles.
Figure 62, an optical micrograph at 49X magnification showing cracked solder joints and cracks
in the solder mask between leads 47 and 50.
Figure 62 - TV119 U39; Optical Micrograph at 49X Magnification
Figure 63 - TV119 U39; SEM Image of Leads 19-25 at 22X Magnification
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Figure 64, SEM image, on the left is lead 25 at 70X magnification. SEM image on the right is
lead 48-50 at 50X magnification.
Figure 64 - TV119 U39; SEM Image, Lead 25
Figure 65, cross-sectional micrograph, on the left is lead 1 at 49X magnification. Micrograph on
the right is lead 1 at 136X magnification.
Figure 65 - TV119 U39; Cross-Sectional Micrograph, Lead 1
Figure 66, cross-sectional micrograph, on the left is lead 50 at 49X magnification. Micrograph
on the right is lead 50 at 136X magnification.
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Figure 66 - TV119 U39; Cross-Sectional Micrograph, Lead 50
5.3.3.6 Test Vehicle 140
Component location UII is a PDIP-20 from SnPb rework (Batch B), soldered with SnPb on
SnPb component finish. This component had a damaged pad from the rework process and failed
after 398 cycles. For the optical micrograph in Figure 67, on the left shows the suspect lead.
Cross-sectional micrograph on the right is the suspect lead.
Figure 67 - TV140 Ull; Optical Micrograph
Figure 68 shows the cross-sectional micrographs of the suspect lead in the PDIP-20 component
showing solder joint crack initiation and lifted land.
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Figure 68 - TV140 Vll; Cross-Sectional Micrographs, Suspect PDIP-20 Lead
5.3.3.7 Test Vehicle 142
Component location U13 is a CLCC-20 component from SnPb rework (Batch B), soldered with
SnPb on SAC305 component finish. This component was adjacent to reworked components and
survived all 650 cycles oftesting.
Figure 69, optical micrograph, on the left shows the CLCC package lead numbering. Micrograph
on the right shows an improperly sealed lid on the side for leads 1 - 5 where lead 1 is on the left
at 19X magnification.
Figure 69 - TV142 V13; Optical Micrograph, CLCC Package Lead
For Figure 70, on the left are leads 6 - 10 starting with lead 6 on the left and on the right are
leads 11 - 15 starting with lead lIon the left. Minor solder cracking is visible.
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Figure 70 - TV142 V13 Optical Micrographs ofCLCC-20 Leads at 24X Magnification
In Figure 71, on the left is the overall x-ray image and on the right is an x-ray ofleads 6 - 10
with lead 6 being on the bottom.
0512412010
112958
TV142·U13
Figure 71 - TV142 V13 X-Ray Inspection of CLCC-20 Component.
In Figure 72 on the left are leads 6 - 10 which have some visible solder cracks and on the right
are leads 16 - 20 and do not have solder cracks.
Figure 72 - TV142 V13 SEM Images of Component at 25X Magnification
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In Figure 73, the upper left image is lead 8 where the arrow indicates a solder crack. The upper
right image is lead 10 where a solder crack is also visible. The lower left image is lead 11 and the
lower right image is lead 20.
Figure 73 - TV142 V13 SEM Images of Selected Leads at 55X Magnification.
Figure 74 is an optical micrograph indicating the grinding levels ofD13 CLCC-20 component.
Figure 74 - TV142 V13; CLCC-20 Component
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Figure 75, cross-sectional micrographs of lead I (left) and lead 5 (right) solder joints, grinding
level A, at 136X magnification.
Figure 75 - TV142 VB; Cross-Sectional Micrographs of Lead 1 and Lead 5
Figure 76, cross-sectional micrograph, on the left shows grinding level A of leads I - 5 where
the arrows indicate separation of the solder joints from the copper pads at 24X magnification.
Micrograph on the right is lead 6 at 38X magnification just prior to grinding to level B.
Figure 76 - TV142 VB; Cross-Sectional Micrograph
Figure 77, SEM image, on the left is the cross-section of lead 6 after grinding to level B at a
150X magnification. SEM image on the right is the cross-section of lead 20 after grinding to
level B at 55X magnification.
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Figure 77 - TV142 VB; SEM Image
5.3.3.8 Test Vehicle 158, U6
Component location U6 is a reworked SnPb BGA-225 component soldered with SnPb solder
paste, removed and replaced with a SAC405 BGA-225 component soldered with SnPb solder
paste on an ENIG PWB. This component failed during the first cycle.
In Figure 78, the red circles indicate failed solder joints that are open.
Figure 78 - TV158 V6; FA Results
The cross-sectional micrographs in Figure 79 show different solder structure in lands on board
(7,8) and lands on component (5,6). Cracking to open along component land observed at l5-N.
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Figure 79 - TV158 U6; Cross-Sectional Micrographs
Figure 80 cross-sectional micrographs show different solder structure in lands on board (1, 2, 7,
8) and lands on component (3,4,5,6). Cracking to open along PWB land found at 15-P.
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Figure 80 - TV158 U6; Cross-Sectional Micrographs
Cross-sectional micrographs in Figure 81 show different solder structure in lands on board (7,8)
and lands on component (5, 6). Cracking to open inside solder found at I-A. Open joint along
land on component found at I5-N.
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Figure 81 - TV158 U6; Cross-Sectional Micrographs
SEM mapping in Figure 82 shows segregation of Ag around land on component and segregation
of Pb around PWB land. Higher concentrations of Pb detected in the cracking / breaking area.
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Figure 82 - TV158 U6; SEM Mapping
Cu =10,. Ag =10 ... Ni =10,. P
SEM mapping in Figure 83 shows solder is well blended over all except around component land
where higher levels ofPb and cracking were found. Segregation ofP from the ENIG board
finish, however, no cracking detected.
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Figure 83 - TV158 U6; SEM Mapping
In Figure 84 the distance between component and board at each sphere is almost the same under
the chip in the center. The distance becomes smaller further to the end. Comparing the distance
at [I-A] and [I5-Q], [I-A] has smaller distance.
Normal Large Small
Figure 84 - TV158 U6; Cross-Sectional Micrographs Show Warping on BGA-225
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5.3.3.9 Test Vehicle 180
Component location U21 is a reworked BGA-225 soldered with SAC305 on SAC405 component
finish and replaced with SAC405 BGA-225 soldered with flux only. This component failed on
cycle one and was reworked prior to combine environments testing.
In Figure 85 the yellow circles are solder joints with high resistance and red circles are failed
solder joints that are open.
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Figure 85 - TV180 U21j FA Results
In Figure 86, the cross-sectional micrographs show cracking to opens on board side (l, 2, 5, 6).
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Figure 86 - TV180 U21; Cross-Sectional Micrographs
In Figure 87, the cross-sectional micrographs show cracking to open solder joints around both
land on board and component (3,4,5,6). Large intermetallic compounds observed around land
on board (3, 4, 7, 8).
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Figure 87 - TV180 U21; Cross-Sectional Micrographs
SEM mapping in Figure 88 shows cracks inside solder as well as cracking to open between IMC
and solder, or inside solder.
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Figure 88 - TV180 U21; SEM Mapping
5.3.3.10 Test Vehicle 181
Component location U56 is a BGA-225 from the lead-free rework (Batch A), soldered with
SAC305 on SAC405 component finish. This component failed on cycle one and was reworked
prior to combine environments testing.
W24m10-
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Figure 89 - X-Ray Inspection ofTV181 U56 BGA-225
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In Figure 91, the image on the left is at 24X magnification and the image on the right is at 136X
magnification.
Figure 91 - TV181 U56; Cross-Sectional Micrographs of Via Hole Connected to Ball Al
In Figure 92, the image on the top left is solder ball Al at 136X magnification. The image on the
top right is solder ball A7 at 274X magnification. On the bottom left, is solder ball A9 and on the
bottom right is solder ball All, both at 136X magnification.
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Figure 92 - TV181 U56; Cross-Sectional Micrographs of Solder Balls
In Figure 93, the image on the left is at 140X magnification and the image on the right is at 370X
magnification.
Figure 93 - TV181 U56; SEM Image of Solder Ball A9 Cross-Section
5.3.3.10.1 Component location U25 is a TSOP-50 from the lead-free rework (Batch A), soldered
with SAC305 on tin component finish. This component failed on cycle one and was
reworked prior to combine environments testing.
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In Figure 94, the optical micrograph on the left is the lead numbering and the image on the right
is ofleads 21-25. The arrows indicate cracked solder mask and the arrow on lead 22 indicates a
solder disturbance at 49X magnification.
Figure 94 - TV181 U25; Optical Micrographs
In Figure 95, x-ray images ofleads 22 -25 on the left and lead 22 on the right.
07105/2010
10:16-37
TV181-U25
Figure 95 - TV181 U25; X-Ray Images of Component Leads
Figure 96 shows SEM images ofleads 19-25 on the left and leads 44-50 on the right at a
magnification of 22X.
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Figure 96 - TV181 U25; SEM Images
Optical micrographs in Figure 97 show grinding levels in the image on the left and a cross-
sectional view oflead 1, levell, at 30X magnification on the right.
iillilLevel1
Figure 97 - TV181 U25; Optical Micrographs
Figure 98 shows cross-sectional micrographs of lead 2 (left) and lead 50 (right), level 2 grinding,
at 136X magnification.
Figure 98 - TV181 U25; Cross-Sectional Micrographs
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Figure 99 shows a SEM image of cross-section lead 2, level 2 grinding at 150X magnification.
Figure 99 - TV181 U25; SEM Image
5.3.3.11 Test Vehicle 183
Component location U41 is a TQFP-144 from lead-free rework (Batch A), soldered with SAC
305 on SAC305 dip component finish. This component failed on cycle one and was not
reworked.
Figure 100 shows inadequate solder joint resulting in no connection between the lead and the
pad.
Figure 100 - TV183 U 41; Optical Micrographs of Suspect Lead
Figure 101 shows cross-sectional micrographs of component leads comparing suspect lead to a
typical acceptable lead.
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Suspect Lead
Typical Acceptable Lead
Figure 101 - TV183 U 41; Cross-Sectional Micrographs
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5.4 Thermal Cycle -55°C to +125°C Test
5.4.1 Thermal Cycle -55°C to +125°C Test Method
This test determines a test specimen's resistance to degradation from thermal cycling. The limits
identified in thermal cycle testing were used to compare performance differences in the Pb-free
test alloys and mixed solder joints vs. the baseline standard SnPb (63/37) alloy.
This test was performed in accordance with IPC-SM-785 (Guidelines for Accelerated Reliability
Testing ofSurface Mount Solder Attachments) and the following procedure:
• Continuously monitor the electrical continuity of the solder joints during the test. It is
desirable to continue thermal cycling until 63% of each component type fails.
ICrT tM th d IT bl 17 Tha e
-
erma ,yc mg es e o 0 Of!Y; - 0
Parameters • -55°C to +125°C
• Cycles: The project consortia will review the data and determine
when the test is complete
• Decision point at 2,000 and 4,000 cycles
• 5 to 10°C/minute ramp
• 30 minute high temperature dwell
• 10 minute low temperature dwell
Number of Test Vehicles Required
Mfg. SnPb = 5 Mfg. LF = 5 I Mfg. LF {SNI00C} = 5 I Mfg. LF {ENIG} = 1
Rwk. SnPb = 5 Rwk. SnPb {ENIG} = 1 IRwk. LF = 5
Trials per Specimen I 1
5.4.2 Thermal Cycle -55°C to +125°C Testing Results Summary (3600 cycles)
The -55°C to +125°C thermal cycle testing was not completed at the time this report was being
drafted. However, nearly all of the components had reached an N63 statistical value (i.e. most of
the population had reached at least 63% failure rate) thus allowing for a preliminary graphical
analysis of the compiled failure data. The Manufactured test vehicle failure rates are shown in
Table 18 and Reworked test vehicle failure rates are shown in Table 19.
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Component Type Total Failures Population Percent Failed
CLCC-20 232 311 74.6%
QFN-20 70 134 52.2%
QFP-144 228 309 73.8%
PBGA-225 156 279 56.0%
PDIP-20 160 220 72.7%
CSP-100 175 281 62.3%
TSOP-50 178 249 71.5%
Table 18 - Manufactured Test Vehicle Component Population Failure Rates after 3600
Th I C I
erma _yc es
Component Type Total Failures Population Percent Failed
PBGA-225 27 66 40.9%
PDIP-20 41 60 68.3%
CSP-100 31 67 46.3%
TSOP-50 62 99 62.6%
Table 19 - Reworked Test Vehicle Component Population Failure Rates after 3600
Th I C I
5.4.2.1 Ceramic Leadless Chip Carriers (CLCC-20)
The CLCC-20 components had accumulated 74.6% population failure after the completion of
3600 thermal cycles. The CLCC-20 components were included on the test vehicles because of
their poor reliability track record on electronic assemblies used in harsh environments. Industry
data3 has demonstrated that the CLCC component style undergoes solder joint integrity
degradation under IPC Class 3 use environments due to coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE)
mismatch with the printed wiring assembly. CLCC-20 components had six different
combinations (SAC/SAC, SAC/SnPb, SnPb/SAC, SnPb/SnPb, SNIC/SAC, SNIC/SnPb) tested
and the results showed statistically significant differences in thermal cycle reliability. The
completely Pb-free combinations (SAC/SAC and SNIC/SAC) were outperformed by
solder/finish combinations that contained SnPb. The Weibull plot in Figure 102 summarizes the
CLCC-20 thermal cycle test results.
3 J. Lau and Y. Pao, Solder Joint Reliability ofBGA, CSP, Flip Chip, and Fine Pitch SMT Assemblies, McGraw
Hill, ISBN 0-07-036648-9.
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Figure 102 - CLCC-20 Weibull Plot
5.4.2.2 Quad Flatpack No-Lead (QFN-20)
The QFN-20 components had accumulated 52.2% population failure after the completion of
3600 thermal cycles and were the most robust component type in the investigation. QFN-20
components had three different combinations (SAC/Sn, SNIC/Sn, SnPb/Sn) tested and the results
showed statistically significant differences in thermal cycle reliability. The SnPb/Sn combination
has the best thermal cycle performance. The Weibull plot in Figure 103 summarizes the QFN-20
thermal cycle test results.
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Figure 103 - QFN-20 Weibull Plot
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5.4.2.3 Quad Flatpack Package (QFP-144) Results
The TQFP-144 components had accumulated 73.4% population failure after the completion of
3600 thermal cycles. TQFP-144 components had eight different combinations (SAC/Sn,
SAC/SnPb, SAC/SAC, SnPb/NiPdAu, SnPb/SnPb, SnPb/Sn, SNIC/Sn, SNIC/SnPb) tested for
thermal cycle reliability. The SnPb/SnPb Dip combination had the best thermal cycle
performance with all other combinations having similar performances. The Weibull plot in
Figure 104 summarizes the TQFP-144 thermal cycle test results.
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Figure 104 - TQFP-144 Weibull Plot
5.4.2.4 Ball Grid Array (PBGA-225) Results
The PBGA-225 components had accumulated 56% population failure after the completion of
3600 thermal cycles. PBGA-225 components had six different combinations (SAC/SAC,
SAC/SnPb, SNIC/SAC, SNIC/SnPb, SnPb/SAC, SnPb/SnPb) tested and the results showed
statistically significant differences in thermal cycle reliability. The SnPb/SAC405 and the
SAC305/SnPb had the best performance compared to the other combinations as shown in Figure
105. As shown in Figure 106, BGA components that were reworked, i.e. "1 RWK" exhibited
similar reliability to their counterparts on the Reworked test vehicles that were not reworked.
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Figure 106 - Reworked PBGA-225 Weibull Plot
504.2.5 Chip Scale Package (CSP-l 00) Results
The CSP-lOO components had accumulated 62.3% population failure after the completion of
3600 thermal cycles. CSP-lOO components had seven different combinations (SAC/SACI05,
SAC/SnPb, SNIC/SAC105, SNIC/SNIC, SNIC/SnPb, SnPb/SACI05, SnPb/SnPb) tested and the
results showed statistically significant differences in thermal cycle reliability as shown in Figure
107. The SnPb/SACl05 had the best performance and the SNIC/SACl05 had the poorest
performance of the combinations tested. The reworked CSP-IOO components (Figure 108)
generally showed higher reliability than the manufactured components not reworked on the same
test vehicle.
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Figure 108 - Reworked eSP-IOO Weibull Plot
5.4.2.6 Thin Small Outline Package (TSOP-50) Results
The TSOP-50 components had accumulated 71.5% population failure after the completion of
3600 thermal cycles. TSOP-50 components had nine different combinations (SAC/SnPb,
SAC/SnBi, SAC/Sn, SNIC/SnPb, SNIC/SnBi, SNIC/Sn, SnPb/SnBi, SnPb/Sn, SnPb/SnPb)
tested. The lead (Pb) containing combinations slightly out performed the Pb-free combinations
tested. The rework TSOP-50 components exhibited significantly different trends compared to
those on the manufactured test vehicle. These results require further statistical review before
drawing any conclusions. The Weibull plots in Figure 109 and Figure 110 summarize the TSOP-
50 thermal cycle test results.
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5.4.2.7 Dual In-Line Package (PDIP-20) Results
The PDIP-20 components had accumulated 72.7% population failure after the completion of
3600 thermal cycles. The solder joint failure behavior of the PDIP-20 components was a surprise
to the consortia team as the PDIP-20 failure rate documented in the JCAAlJGPP investigation
results was only 8% after 4743 total thermal cycles. PDIP-20 components had four different
combinations (SNIC/Sn, SNICINiPdAu, SnPbINiPdAu, SnPb/Sn) tested and the results showed
statistically significant differences in thermal cycle reliability. The SnPb/Sn combination
registered the best performance. The reworked PDIP-20 component thermal cycle performance
was not statistically different than a non-reworked PDIP-20 component. Additional resources
will be focused on determining the exact root cause of the unexpected PDIP-20 failure rates. The
Weibull plots in Figure 111 and Figure 112 summarize the PDIP-20 thermal cycle test results.
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Due to the large number of multiple combinations of solder paste alloys and component surface
finishes, significant statistical analysis with comparison to physical failure analysis efforts will
be required to fully understand the results once thermal cycle testing is completed. In general, the
preliminary results show that the SnPb solder alloy outperformed the two Pb-free solder alloys.
Test result outliers will be investigated to determine if they have a root cause due to non thermal
cycle conditioning factors such as a component, test vehicle fabrication or manufacturing process
defect. Statistical analysis of the reviewed test results will be conducted a second time in order
to present a more concise picture of the solder joint root cause failure.
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5.5 Thermal Cycle -20°C to +80oC Test
5.5.1 Thermal Cycle -20°C to +80°C Test Method
This test determines a test specimen's resistance to degradation from thermal cycling. The limits
identified in thermal cycle testing were used to compare performance differences in the Pb-free
test alloys and mixed solder joints vs. the baseline standard SnPb (63/37) alloy.
Perform this test in accordance with IPC-SM-785 (Guidelines for Accelerated Reliability Testing
ofSurface Mount Solder Attachments) and the following procedure.
• Continuously monitor the electrical continuity of the solder joints during the test. It is
desirable to continue thermal cycling until 63% of each component type fails.
ICrT t M th d IT bl 20 Tha e - erma ;yc mg es e o 0 ogy; - 0+
Parameters • -20°C to +80°C
• Cycles: The project consortia will review the data and determine
when the test is complete
• Decision point at 10,000 cycles
• 5 to 10°C/minute ramp
• 30 minute high temperature dwell
• 10 minute low temperature dwell
Number of Test Vehicles Required
Mfg. SnPb = 5 I Mfg. LF = 5
Rwk. SnPb = 5 I Rwk. SnPb {ENIG} = 1 I Rwk. LF=5
Trials per Specimen I 1
5.5.2 Thermal Cycle -20°C to +80oC Testing Results Summary
Testing in progress
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5.6 Drop Testing
5.6.1 Drop Test Method
This test detennines the resistance of board level interconnects to board strain induced by
dynamic bending as a result of drop testing. Boards tested using this method typically fail either
as interfacial fractures in the solder joint (most common with ENIG) or as pad cratering in the
component substrate and/or board laminate (Figure 113). These failure modes commonly occur
during manufacturing, electrical testing (especially in-circuit test), card handling and field
installation. The root cause of these types of failures are typically a combination of excessive
applied strain due to process issues and/or weak interconnects due to process issues and/or the
quality of incoming components and/or boards.
IPC/JEDEC-9102
Mode 2
Mod.r
Idode6
pwhl
Ao•., -
NOTE: SEMlEDX is reqUIred to dlSllngUI . etwe n F Ilute ods 2 &3 as well $ b. tween Mo s 1& 8.
Figure 113 - Interconnect Fracture Modes (Solder Ball Array Device) IPC 9702
This board-level drop test is based on the JEDEC Standard JESD22-BII0A known as
Subassembly Mechanical Shock as well as insight gained by Celestica after perfonning
numerous drop tests.
The drop test process can identify design, process, and raw material related problems in a much
shorter time frame than other development tests. For this project, the drop test will detennine the
operation and strain endurance limits of the solder alloys and interconnects by subjecting the test
vehicles to accelerated environments. The limits identified in drop testing were used to compare
perfonnance differences in the Pb-free test alloys and mixed solder joints vs. the baseline
standard SnPb (63/37) alloy. The primary accelerated environments are strain and strain rate.
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T t M th d IT tV hO I Da e - - 0 ea - ree ec romcs es e IC e rop es e 0 o ogy
Parameters • Shock testing will be conducted in the -Z direction
• 500G pk input, 2ms pulse duration
• Test vehicles will be dropped until all monitored components fail
or 10 drops have been completed
Number of Test Vehicles Required
Mfg. SnPb = 5 Mfg. LF = 5
Rwk. SnPb = 5 I Rwk. SnPb {ENIG} = 1 Rwk. LF = 5
Trials per Specimen I A maximum of 10 drops
T bl 21 NASA D D L d F EI t
T tMthdlTtVhOIDa e - rane es e IC e rop es e o oogy
Parameters • Shock testing will be conducted in the -Z direction
• 340G pk input, 2ms pulse duration for test vehicles 80, 82, 87 for
first 10 dro s
0 Following the initial 10 drops, only BGA components had
failed. In an attempt to generate additional failure data, the
consortium decided to increase the testing to 500G pk input for
10 additional drops. For the remaining 6 test vehicles, all
drops were conducted at the 500G pk input.
• 500G pk input, 2ms pulse duration for test vehicles 60, 81, 82, 84,
85, and 86
• Test vehicles will be dropped until all monitored components fail
or 20 drops have been completed
Number of Test Vehicles Required
Mfg. LF then Rwk. SnPb = 9 test vehicles
Trials per Specimen I A maximum of 20 drops
T bl 22 NSWC C
5.6.2 NASA-DoD Test Vehicle Drop Testing Results Summary
The complete test report, "Drop Testing Report for NASA; TOL0702030", can be found on the
NASA TEERM website (http://teerm.nasa.govINASA DODLeadFreeElectronics Proj2.html).
Although there were duplicates of each component type on the test vehicle, every component
experienced a unique strain/strain rate condition due to its particular location on the board. As a
result each sample depicts a unique data point and these cannot be easily lumped together. Due
to the limited number of samples, the absence of physical failure analysis (at this time) and the
lack of electrical opens, excluding the BGAs, it is not possible to draw any firm conclusions as to
the significance of the electrical failure data.
It is likely that a great deal ofthe electrically-functional parts on these drop tested boards have
hidden mechanical failures. Any future physical failure analysis should include dye and pry
mapping of the majority of the components from a sample of the boards. The results of the dye
and pry analysis could then be used to determine which of the remaining parts/boards should be
targeted for cross-sectional analysis and possibly scanning electron microscopy to characterize
the damage.
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The only component type to show a significant number of electrical failures during this test were
the plastic ball grid array (PBGA) components. The PBGA component electrical failures mostly
occurred at or near the comer joints. Twenty-eight out ofthe 176 PBGA components survived
all 10 drops. The surviving parts were located near the outer edge ofthe board where the strain
was found to be minimal. On average, most reworked parts failed after a fewer number of drops
than compared to non-reworked PBGA components. There was no significant difference in the
number of drops until failure between PBGA components reworked 1 time versus 2 times, versus
3 times. SnPb and SAC305 PBGA components on immersion Ag boards had similar failure
rates, possibly due to the predominance of pad cratering. PBGA components reflowed on ENIG
boards typically failed after fewer drops than those on immersion Ag boards.
There were no electrical failures for the chip-array ball grid array (CABGA), quad flat no leads
(QFN) or thin small outline package (TSOP) components during the 10 drops. Future physical
failure analysis however may reveal hidden mechanical damage which could be a reliability
concern. Only three of the 60 ceramic leadless chip carrier (CLCC) components showed
electrical fails (all failed during the 4th drop). The physical failure mechanism of these outliers
is unknown at this time. One of the thin quad flat pack (TQFP) components showed an electrical
fail during drop 3. Note, however, that this part was marked as a "touch-up" by the assembly
team.
5.6.3 NASA-DoD Test Vehicle Drop test Failure Analysis
After the drop testing was completed, several boards were selected for destructive failure
analysis. Both dye-and-pry and cross sectioning were performed, each of which was designed to
determine the location, mode and mechanism ofthe failure. The samples selected for dye-and-
pry were examined using an optical microscope after the parts were pried from the board and the
results were further mapped. The cross sectioned samples were examined using optical and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as well as analyzed by energy dispersive x-ray (EDX). The
focus was to compare the quality of the solder joints of components that were reworked once
using SnPb solder (therefore consisting of a mixed metallurgy ofPb and Pb-free solder), those
that were reworked twice using SnPb solder (consisting of leaded solder), and those which were
not reworked at all- therefore Pb-free. Table 23 shows which components were selected by
Celestica for failure analysis.
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Table 23 - C hat eel Perfl d Fail Analvsis 0
Test Component Solder Rework Finish Location Failure Cross- Oye-and- Selection Failure mode
Vehicle Cycle section Pry Criteria
144 LF SnPb N/A ImmAg U4 1 + Electrical failure, row #4 - Ni/IMC brittle
Q
25 SnPb SnPb SnPb ImmAg U4 5 + Electrical failure, row #10 - Pad Cratering
A
27 SnPb SnPb N/A ImmAg US 3 + Electrical failure, row No failure confirmed
Q
29 SnPb SnPb N/A ImmAg U6 3 + Electrical failure, row All failure are Pad
Aand rowQ Cratering
26 SnPb SnPb N/A ImmAg U56 No + Comparison Pad Cratering
failure
77 LF LF N/A ImmAg U4 5 + Electrical failure, row #10 - Pad Cratering
A
187 SnPb LF N/A ImmAg U4 2 + Electrical failure, row #2 - IMC/Solder ?
Q #10 - Pad Cratering
92 LF LF N/A ImmA US 3 + Electrical failure, row #10 - Pad Cratering
A
59 LF LF N/A ImmA U6 3 + Electrical failure, row All failure are Pad
Q Cratering
58 LF LF N/A ImmAg U56 No + Comparison No failure
failure
159 LF SnPb N/A ENIG U4 2 + Electrical failure, row #8 - NiP/IMC brittle
A, row B, and row 15
159 LF SnPb N/A ENIG U44 2 + Electrical failure, row #8 - NiP/IMC brittle
A and row Q
159 SnPb LF SnPb ENIG U6 2 + Electrical failure, row #8 - NiP/IMC brittle
A and row 15
159 SnPb SnPb SnPb ENIG U56 4 + Electrical failure, row #8 - NiP/IMC brittle
A and row B #10 - Pad Createring
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The main focus of the NASA drop test failure analysis was the 225 I/O plastic BGAs. This was
because the vast majority of electrical failures on the test vehicle were these larger PBGAs. All
CSPs electrically passed drop testing. For the PBGAs there was a wide range in number of drops
until failure: 40% failed electrically within less than 6 drops and 99% failed electrically by 20
drops. Less than 1% of non-BGA components electrically failed after 20 drops. Pad cratering
was the predominant failure mode for all samples destructively analyzed. Dye-and-pryand
cross-sections of failed joints are shown below; Figure 114 and Figure 115.
Component side Board side
Figure 114 - Typical Pad Cratering seen on BGA225 after Dye-and-Pry
I)
SnPb balllSnPb solder after rework Pb-free balllPb-free solder as-assembled
Figure 115 - Typical Pad Cratering seen on BGA225 after cross-section
An Additional mechanism that caused electrical failure in mixed solder joints was crack
propagation through a low melting Sn+Pb+Ag3Sn ternary and/or Sn+Pb+Ag3Sn +Cu6SnS
quaternary eutectic accumulation layer at the board or component interface depending on sample
history. In as-assembled condition the crack grew between the intermetallic layer and the bulk
solder at the board side and after rework the more susceptible location was the interface between
the intermetallic layer and the bulk solder at the component side; Figure 116. For the ENIG
finished boards the predominant failure modes were brittle intermetallic cracking on both board
and component sides.
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General view
Figure 116 - SEM of Brittle Intermetallic Failure on BGA225
High magnification
One of the cards tested, which had no electrically failing leaded parts, was chosen for dye & pry
of all 63 parts in order to map the mechanical damage. Figure 117 summarizes the mechanical
failure (red overlay) of one board after 20 drops at 500G. In-situ electrical data on BGAs
showed that some PBGAs failed after as little as 5 drops - this implies that mechanical failure
may have occurred after even fewer drops. Interesting to note that the board was held by posts in
the 4 corners and as such the strain is not symmetrical across the card.
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ec an ca Fa- ures
AI I BGAs are EI ectrically Fail ed
No leaded partsonthis boardfailed electrically
Blue Dots on Some Parts =# ofSnPb Hand Reworks
Figure 117 - Mechanical Failure Mapping
5.6.4 NSWC Crane Test Vehicle Drop Testing Results Summary
The complete test report, "Drop Testing Report for Crane; TOL0801002", can be found on the
NASA TEERM website (http://teerm.nasa.gov/NASA DODLeadFreeElectronics Proj2.html).
Although there were duplicates of each component type on the test vehicle, every component
experienced a unique strain/strain rate condition due to its particular location on the board. As a
result each sample depicts a unique data point and these cannot be easily lumped together.
After drop testing only three of the leaded components had electrical failures:
• SN 85, TQFP 144, U57; reworked once
• SN 85, PDIP-20, U8; reworked once
• SN 84, CLCC-20, U14; not reworked
One ofthe quad flat no leads (QFN-20) components had an electrical failure after drop testing:
• SN 86, QFN-20, U15; reworked twice
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99 percent (89 out of90) of the plastic ball grid array (PBGA) components had an electrical
failure following drop testing. All of the Pb-free PBGAs (non-reworked) electrically failed by
20 drops at 500G.
Twenty-three leaded components from various cards were selected for failure analysis and
subjected to dye & pry testing. None of the components selected for dye & pry testing had
electrical failures. Ten out of the 23 components that were selected for dye & pry testing showed
signs of mechanical fracture. All except 2 mechanical fractures inspected were in the laminate
under the pad; pad cratering. Only two out of the 23 components showed signs of solder joint
fractures. Based on the 23 components selected for dye & pry, there is no correlation between the
number of reworks and the amount of mechanical damage. This selection of components shows
no difference in drop test performance between SnPb and Pb-free solder.
Fifteen components were also selected for cross-sectioning, three of which were electrical
failures after drop testing {SN 85, TQFP 144, U5?; reworked once, SN 85, PDIP-20, U8;
reworked once, SN 84, CLCC-20, U14; not reworked}. Five out ofthe 15 cross-sectioned joints
were found to have some level of mechanical damage, or pad cratering. For two of the
electrically failing parts the root cause of the electrical failure was a trace break due to pad
cratering. The other part failed due to solder fatigue fracture. The remaining 2 samples had pad
cratering which did not sever the copper trace.
5.6.5 NSWC Crane Test Vehicle Drop Test Failure Analysis
After the drop testing was complete, several boards were selected for destructive failure analysis.
Both dye-and-pry and cross sectioning were performed, each of which was designed to
determine the location, mode and mechanism of the failure. The samples selected for dye-and-
pry were examined using an optical microscope after the parts were pried from the board and the
results were further mapped. The cross sectioned samples were examined using optical and
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) as well as analyzed by energy dispersive x-ray (EDX). The
focus was to compare the quality ofthe solder joints of components that were reworked once
using SnPb solder (therefore consisting of a mixed metallurgy ofPb and Pb-free solder), those
that were reworked twice using SnPb solder (consisting of leaded solder), and those which were
not reworked at all- therefore Pb-free. Only non-BGA components are described in detail in this
project.
Pad cratering was the predominant failure mechanism in all components, as observed through
both dye-and-pry and cross sectioning; Figure 118. In two cases the pad cratering was
significant enough to break the trace and cause an electrical failure. However in most cases the
trace remained intact and therefore no electrical failure was detected.
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Cross-sectioning
Figure 118 - Pad Cratering seen on CLCC-20
Dye andpry
A small number of the analyzed solder joints had signs of solder fracture; however only in one
case did this lead to an electrical failure; Figure 119. This indicates that, for the most part, the
solder fractures did not penetrate through the entire solder joint.
Board side Component side
Figure 119 - Dye and Pry of a QFN-20 showing dye penetration through the bulk solder
Pad cratering occurred in all package types (CLCC-20, QFN-20, TQFP-144, TSOP-50) but was
less prevalent in the TQFP-144 in which pad cratering was observed on only one out of nine dye-
and-pry samples. This is likely due to the structure of the part which has compliant copper leads
on all four sides, ensuring efficient stress distribution. However, in one part, the interconnect
failure was through the bulk solder in a fatigue failure mode; Figure 120.
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Figure 120 - Fatigue Failure of TQFP-144 with Ix Rework as seen through cross sectioning
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6 Summary Tables
7 Conclusions
7.1 Assembly Conclusions
7.2 Reliability Conclusions
7.3 PDIP Discussion
8 Recommendations
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Agenda:
• Why Form/Conduct the Project?
·Phase I: JCAAlJGPP Lead-free Project - 2003
·Phase II: NASA DoD Lead-free Project - 2007
• Background
• Test Materials, Test Vehicle & Components
• Rework - Test Vehicle & Components
• Individual Testing Segment Results
• Questions
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Military and Aerospace sectors have little
influence on the global transition to Lead-
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Processes Must Evolve with Technology Changes
GPS Technology Evolution:
• GPS in 1976 - Hundreds of pounds
• GPS in 2009 - One pound
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High Performance Products Have More
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High Performance Products Have More
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High Performance Products Have More
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Phase I Benefit
The objective of the project was to compare relative reliability of
lead-free (Pb-free) and tin-lead (SnPb) solder joints under different
environmental testing conditions. Baseline Test Efforts:
Validation T~st ITP R~fe-re-llc~ EI~ctrical Acc~ptallc~Cl'ite-l'ia (a)
Se-CtiOll Te-st
1\lIL-STD-810F, Electrical Better than or equal to
Vibration 3.2.1 Method 514.5.
continuity tin/lead controls
Procedure I failure
"NIechanical 3.2.2 Jv1IL-STD-81 OF . Electrical Better than or equal toShock Method 516.5 continuity tin/lead controls
failure
1\lIL-STD-81 OF , Better than or equal to
Electrical tin/lead controls at 10%Thelll1al Shock 3.2.3 Method 503.4.
continuity \Veibull cUll1ulativeProcedure I failure failures
Better than or equal to
Thennal 3.2.4 IPC-S1\1-785 Electrical tin/lead controls at 10%Cycling continuity Weibull cUll1ulative
failure failures
COlllbined tvIIL-STD-810F Better than or equal to
Environnlents 3.2.5 ~1ethod 520.2 Electrical tin/lead controls at 10%
continuity Weibull cUlllulative
Test Procedure I failure failures 11
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Phase I Benefit
Extended Testing Efforts:
Validation JTP R(\fer(\oc(\ ~f(\aSul'(\m(\n t Acc(\ptanc(\
T(\st S(\ction Crit(\ria (a)
Salt Fog 3.3. MIL-STD-81 OF, v~isual pas /fail Better than or
Method 509.4 criteria per equal to tin/lead
referenced standard controls
MIL-STD-81 OF, \lisual pass/fail Better than orHUlllidity 3.3.2 criteria per equal to tin/leadIvlethod 507.4
referenc·ed standard controls
Surface
Insulation IPC-TIvI-650, ResistanceResistance. 3.3.3 > 108 oluns (Q)Method 2.6.3.3 J\tleasurelnentsFluxes
• IR final > (IR
initial)I10
ElectrocheIllica \lisual pass/fail • o evidence of
I Migration 3.3.4 IPC-TIvI-650, criteria per electrochelnicalMethod 2.6.14.1Resistance Test referenced standard tnigration
....
• o cOlTosion of
the conductors
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Phase II Benefit
One of the largest most comprehensive projects evaluating the
reliability of lead-free solder alloys, focusing on the rework of
tin-lead and lead-free solder alloys; includes the mixing of tin-
lead/lead-free & lead-free/tin-Iead solder alloys during
manufacturing and rework.
This effort furthers the electronics community understanding of
how lead-free solder interconnects can be designed for and
used in high reliability electronic assemblies.
SAC BGA assembled in a conventional SnPb solder process. Failure in temperature cycling
(-55 to 125°C) occurred in less than 150 cycles. This type of defect could escape current
screening practices. 13
-- --- --
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Resources
Project documents, test plans, test reports and other
associated information will be available on the web:
~NASA-DoD Lead-Free Electronics Project:
http://www.teerm. nasa .gov/projects/NASA_DODLeadF
reeElectron ics_Proj 2. htm I
DJoint Test Protocol
DProject Plan
DFinal Test Reports
14
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Solder Alloys:
"Phase I"
The JCAA/JGPP investigation
selected the following solder
alloys for testing:
sn3.9AgO.6Cu (SAC396) for
reflow and wave soldering
sn3.4Ag1.0Cu3.3Bi (SACS) for
reflow soldering
snO.7CuO.05Ni (SNIC) for
wave soldering
sn37Pb (SnPb) for reflow and
wave soldering
"Phase II"
The NASA 000 Lead-free
investigation selected these
solder alloys for testing:
sn3.0AgO.5Cu (SAC305) for
reflow and manual soldering
snO.7CuO.05Ni (SN 1DOC or
"SNIC") for reflow, wave, and
manual soldering
sn37Pb (SnPb) for reflow, wave,
and manual soldering
15
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Background: Primary Project Goals
• Determine the reliability of reworked solder joints in
high-reliability military and aerospace electronics
assemblies including mixed metallurgy situations.
• Assess the process parameters for reworking high-
reliability lead-free military and aerospace electronics
assemblies.
• Assess the reliability of chip scale packages (CSPs)
and quad flat pack no-lead packages (QFNs)
• Characterize the solder joint reliability of the test
vehicles under Drop Shock test conditions
• Contribute additional technical knowledge of lead-free
solder reliability for military and aerospace electronic
assemblies
16
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Test Vehicle &. Components
• 14.5" W x 9" inches H x 0.090" T
• 36.8 cm x 22.9 cm x 2.29 mm
• 6 layers of 0.5 ounce copper.
• IPC-6012, Class 3, Type 3
requirements.
• FR4 per IPC-4101/26 with a
minimum Tg of 170°C
• Immersion silver surface finish
with a small subset of electroless
nickel/ immersion gold (ENIG)
• 193 test vehicles total
• Same test vehicle fabricator as
Phase I
17
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Test Vehicle Fabrication Issue #1
Trace Etching Issue
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Test Vehicle Fabrication Issue #2
CSP
Daisy
Chain
Routing
Issue
19
Roc/twl~/l
CoHins
Test Vehicle Fabrication Issue #3
QFN
Trace
Routing
Issue
20
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Test Vehicle & Components
Component Type Component Finish Part Number
CLCC-20 SAC305 20LCC-1.27mm-8.9mm-DCSnPb
QFN-20 Sn A-MLF20-.5mm-.65mm-DCSnPb
Sn
QFP-144 SnPb A-TQFP144-20mm-.5mm-2.O-DCNiPdAu
SAC305
PBGA-225 SnPb PBGA225-1.5mm-27mm-DCSAC405
Sn
PDIP-20 NiPdAu A-POIP20T-7.6mm-DC
SnPb
SnPb
CSP-100 SAC105 A-CABGA1OO-.8mm-1.0mm-DC
SN100C
Sn
TSOP-50 SnBi A-TII-TSOP50-10.16x20.95mm-.8mm-DC
SnPb
21
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Test Vehicle &. Components
-All test vehicles were categorized as "Manufactured" or
"Reworked" .
- "Manufactured" test vehicles represent printed wiring
assemblies newly manufactured for use in new product.
- "Rework" test vehicles represent printed wiring assemblies
manufactured and reworked prior to being tested.
- Mixed metallurgy situations:
-Forward Compatibility: a SnPb component is attached to a
printed wiring assembly using lead-free solder with a lead-free
profile.
-Backward compatibility: a lead-free component is attached to a
printed wiring assembly using SnPb solder with a SnPb solder
profile.
22
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Rework Phase: Test Vehicle &. Components
Re Des
U18 BGA-225
U43 BGA-225
U06 BGA-225
U02 BGA-225
U2l BGA-225
U
U33 eSP-100
U50 eSP-100
U19 eSP-100
U37 eSP-100
U42 eSP-100
Ull PDIP-20
U5l PDIP-20
U12 TSOP-50
U25 TSOP-50
U24 TSOP-50
U26 TSOP-50
• Rework protocol was based on IPC rework/repair specifications with tailoring
• Rework Facilities: Rockwell Collins, Lockheed Martin, BAE Systems 23
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'Bonus' Test Vehicle &. Components
-Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane Division
(a NASA-DoD Consortium member)
- Funded/Supplied 30 test vehicles to the NASA-DoD project in
support of their Naval Supply Command (NAVSUP) sponsored
"Logistics Impact of Lead-Free Circuits/Components" project
- The primary purpose of the 30 test vehicles: Perform multiple
pass SnPb rework, once or twice, or randomly selected lead-free
DIP, TQFP-144, TSOP-50, CLCC and QFN components from
SAC305 and SN100C soldered assemblies.
- These test assemblies were included in: -55°C to +125°C
Thermal Cycle Testing, Drop Testing and Vibration Testing
segments.
24
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Individual Test Segments
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-20°C/+80°C) 0--BOEfA'G'
~ Combined Environments Testing
~ Drop Testing ~ CELESTICA,
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/+125°C) Roc~gns
~ Vibration Testing 0--BOEING' ~ CELESTICA.
~ Mechanical Shock Testing
~ Interconnect Stress Test (1ST)
~ Copper Dissolution ~ CELESTICA, RockWellCollins
25
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Thermal Cycling -20°C / 80°C
~5 to 10°C/minute ramp
~30 minute dwell at 80°C
~10 minute dwell at -20°C
RockJlvell
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Thermal Cycling -20°C / 80°C
~Approximately12,450* cycles have been completed.
~Hopefully the thermal chamber will be allowed to
operate until at least 17,000 thermal cycles have been
completed. (12,450* =number of cycles completed at paper submission)
~Phase I LF BGA-225 data
Co 91
21390
25813
25233
22063
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Individual Test Segments
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-20°C/+80°C) 0--.0EING'
~ Combined Environments Testing
~ Drop Testing ~ CELESTICA.
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/+125°C) Roc~lns
~ Vibration Testing 0--.0EING' ~ CELESTICA.
~ Mechanical Shock Testing
~ Interconnect Stress Test (1ST)
~ Copper Dissolution ~ CELESTICA.
28
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Combined Environments Test
~-55oe to +125°e
~ 200 e/minute ramp
~ 15 minute dwell at -55°e and +125°e
~ Vibration for the duration of the thermal cycle
~ 10 9rms pseudo-random vibration initially
~ Increase vibration levelS 9rms after every 50 cycles
~ 55 9rms maximum
9
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Combined Environments Test
~ Overall, the component type had the greatest effect on
solder joint reliability performance
~ Of the surface mount technology, the BGA-225
components performed the worst.
~ In general, tin-lead finished components soldered
with tin-lead solder paste were the most reliable.
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Combined Environments Test
~ In general, tin-silver-copper soldered components
were less reliable than the tin-lead soldered controls.
~ The lower reliability of the tin-silver-copper 305 solder
joints does not necessarily rule out the use of tin-
silver-copper solder alloy on military electronics. In
several cases, tin-silver-copper 305 solder performed
statistically as good as or equal to the baseline, tin-
lead solder.
r---------~-----
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Individual Test Segments
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-20°C/+80°C) ro--aoEING'
~ Combined Environments Testing
~ Drop Testing ~CELESTICA.
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/+125°C) Roc~~ns
~ Vibration Testing fJ-.-aOEING- ~ CELESTICA.
~ Mechanical Shock Testing
~ Interconnect Stress Test (1ST)
~ Copper Dissolution ~ CELESTICA. Roc:laNell..CDllins
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Drop Testing - NSWC Crane Test Vehicles
~ Shock parameters: 500 G, 2.0 ms duration (340 G for
cards 80, 82, 87 for first 10 drops)
~ Number of drops: 20
~ 9 cards in total / 3 cards tested per drop
~ Each card monitored for shock response
~ Each card monitored for resistance
~ Cards 80, 83, 86 monitored for strain
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Drop Testing - NASA-DoD Test Vehicles
~ Shock testing was conducted in the Z-axis
~ SOOGpk input, 2ms pulse duration
~ Test vehicles were dropped until all monitored
components failed or 10 drops were completed
34
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Drop Testing
~ Drop test reliability was component type dependent.
~ The only component type to show a significant number of
electrical failures during this test were the BGAs. The
BGA-225 electrical failures mostly occurred at or near the
corner joints.
~ The predominant damage mechanism in drop testing is
pad cratering. Cracks propagate through the board
material between the laminate and glass fiber under the
pads.
35
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Individual Test Segments
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-20°C/+80°C) ~.OE~N&'
~ Combined Environments Testing
~ Drop Testing ~CELESTICA.
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/+125°C) ROC~~ns
~ Vibration Testing ~OEIN&' ~ CELESTICA.
~ Mechanical Shock Testing
~ Interconnect Stress Test (1ST)
~ Copper Dissolution ~ CELESTICA. Rockwell
.Collins
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Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/+125°C)
~ 5 to 10°C/minute ramp
~ 30 minute dwell at 125°C
~ 10 minute dwell at -55°C
~ Per IPC-9701
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Thermal Cycle Testing (- 55°C / +125°C)
~Completed4,068 thermal cycles
~ Initial Analysis =the preliminary results show that the
SnPb solder alloy outperformed the two lead-free
solder alloys in many cases.
~However, the performance of the lead-free solder
alloys was not without merit. The question to be
answered is: "How good is good enough for a product
application?"
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Thermal Cycle Testing (- 55°C / + 125°C)
Manufactured Test Vehicles
Component Type Total Failures Population Percent Failed
CLCC-20 309 311 99%
QFN-20 88 134 660/0
QFP-144 306 309 99%
PBGA-225 253 279 910/0
PDIP-20 189 220 860/0
CSP-100 252 281 90%
TSOP-50 249 249 100%
Rework Test Vehicles
Component Type
PBGA-225
PDIP-20
CSP-100
TSOP-50
Total Failures
51
57
45
99
Population
66
60
67
99
Percent Failed
950/0
1000/0
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Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/ + 125°C)
CLCC
Results:
SnPb
Outperformed
Lead-free
Alloys As
Expected for
High Stress
Situation
(Reference
lCAA-lGPP
Phase I Data)
~~ Snldp.r I Fini!d1 Rp.t" till P
SAC~05/SAC305 1.701 2750 aG%
SAC:::OG/SnPb G.274 1711 01 'Yo
90 I SNI C,'SAC305 2.135 1665 95%SNIC,'SnFb 2.599 2839 85%
I SnPbfSAC305 3.'125 2L74 94%SnPb/SnPb 3.207 2223 93%I
50 I
I SAC30S/Sn Pb
c I<11
~
I
<11
Cl.
ISAC3D51SAC305 ~~ij
:; ~E
.,
SnPblSAC3050
10 SNICISAC305
I I II SnPblSnPbI
5 II
nooo1000
C~'c1c:>
1 +--__L:..IC...-- ~~---L---+-----.:.....--~---___l
100
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Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/ + 125°C)
Ul
l SnPblSnPb I
I IQFN-20
UIlIlIIJ
Cycl...
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SAC305/Sn
SNIClSn
1.869 3776 95%
1.346 2778 92%
Beta N63 p
0.980 7977 9L%
SNIC/Sl
~ Solder I Finish
SAC305/SnQFN Results:
SnPb
Outperformed
!II I SnPb/Sn
I
I
Lead-free :IJ I
Alloys but N63" I
Weibull Values~ I
are very good i
(aka "how 3 ~ ~--------l
good is good i
enough?" s I
I
I
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Three sufficient conditions resulting in unexpectedly high
PDIP failures (cracked traces) on lead-free assemblies:
A+B+C =Failure
+
-
-
+
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Individual Test Segments
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-20o/+80°C) ~.OEING'
~ Combined Environments Testing
~ Drop Testing ~ CELESTICA.
Rockwell~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/+125°C) Collins
~ Vibration Testing ~.OEING' ~CELESTICA.
~ Mechanical Shock Testing
~ Interconnect Stress Test (1ST)
~.OEING'
~ Copper Dissolution ~ CELESTICA. Rockwell..Collins
44
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Vibration Testing
~ Subjected the test vehicles to 8.0 9rms for one hour.
~ Then increased the Z-axis vibration level in 2.0 9 rms
increments, shakin9 for one hour per step until the
20.0 9rms level was completed.
~ Then subjected the test vehicles to a final one hour of
vibration at 28.0 9rms.
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Vibration Testing
>- The results of this study suggest that for many component
types, the lead-free solders tested are not as reliable as
eutectic SnPb solder with respect to vibration. Rework also
had a negative effect on both SnPb and lead-free solders
with respect to vibration.
>- For severe vibration environments, the use of lead-free
solders may require the use of stiffeners, bumpers, or
vibration isolators to reduce PWA flexure and reduce
solder joint strains to acceptable levels.
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Individual Test Segments
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-20°C/+80°C) rzi-.DE~N&'
~ Combined Environments Testing
~ Drop Testing ~ CELESTICA.
~ Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/+125°C) RDc~4ns
~ Vibration Testing ~OE~NG' ~ CELESTICA.
~ Mechanical Shock Testing
~ Interconnect Stress Test (1ST)
~ Copper Dissolution ~ CELESTICA- RoclaNellCDllins
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Mechanical Shock Testing
~Level 1: 100 shock pulses using a 20 G SRS
DFunctional Test for Flight Equipment; MIL-STD-Sl0G,
Method 516.6
~ Level 2: 100 shock pulses using a 40 G SRS
DFunctional Test for Ground Equipment; MIL-STD-Sl0G,
Method 516.6
~Level 3: 100 shock pulses using a 75 G SRS
DCrash Hazard Test for Ground Equipment; MIL-STD-
SlOG, Method 516.6
~ Level 4: 100 shock pulses using a 100 G SRS
~Level 5: 100 shock pulses using a 200 G SRS
~ Level 6: 400 shock pulses using a 300 G SRS
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Mechanical Shock Testing
~ In general, the pure lead-free systems (SAC30S/SAC40S
balls, SAC30S/SAC10S balls, SAC30S/Sn, and SN100C/Sn)
performed as well or better than the SnPb controls
(SnPb/SnPb or SnPb/Sn).
~ Many of the BGA failures (SnPb/SnPb balls,
SAC30S/SAC40S balls, and mixed technologies) were due
to pad cratering. This suggests that lead-free laminates
may be the weakest link for large area array components.
~ It should be noted that all of the surface mount
components survived 100 shock pulses at each of the first
three test levels. This means that they effectively passed
the Functional Test for Flight Equipment 33 times; they
passed the Functional Test for Ground Equipment 33 times;
and they passed the Crash Hazard Test for Ground
Equipment 33 times.
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Mechanical Shock Testing
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Individual Test Segments
> Thermal Cycle Testing (-20°C/+80°C) 0-aoEIIVG'
> Combined Environments Testing
> Drop Testing ~ CELESTICA.
> Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/+125°C) Roc~4ns
> Vibration Testing 0-aOEING' ~ CELESTICA,
> Mechanical Shock Testing
> Interconnect Stress Test (1ST)
> Copper Dissolution ~ CELESTICA. RoclaNellCollins
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Test Coupon
1ST Testing
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Individual Test Segments
);;> Thermal Cycle Testing (-20°C/+80°C) rti-IIOEING'
);;> Combined Environments Testing
);;> Drop Testing ~ CELESTICA.
);;> Thermal Cycle Testing (-55°C/+125°C) Roc~~ns
);;> Vibration Testing rti-IIOEING' ~ CELESTICA.
);;> Mechanical Shock Testing
);;> Interconnect Stress Test (1ST)
);;> Copper Dissolution ~ CELESTICA. RoclnNellCollins
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Copper Dissolution Testing
-For SAC30S and SN100C Alloys
- Table 13 was nice idea ....but
actual exposure times revised
to 40-240 seconds plus
Baseline to get meaningful data
Knee
I Wall
Pin
ET bI 13 Ca eo ... .oupon ; li..llOSUl'e Imes
Baseline Baseline IBaseUne
Plus 5 seconds Plus 10 seconds Pilus 15 seconds
As Manufactured 3, No SectJons No Sections
First Rework 8 No Sectilons No Sections
Second Rework 13 23 33
Third Rework No Samples No Samples 48
Note: Yello,,, boxes indicate cross-sectione(VnleaSul'ed con ons: No Satll Iep p s indicates no
sULluples v.rill be processed. _ 0 Sections indicates that no cross-sectionin2 ~rill be
conducted
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Thank You! Questions?
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